CHAPTER VIII. Design-POWERPLANT
65. DESCRIPTION. Glen Canyon Powerplant,
which extends from wall to wall of the canyon and is
located 400 feet downstream from the axis of the dam,
is of the indoor type with a structural steel
superstructure enclosed with concrete curtain walls
(figs. 4, 150, and 151). The intermediate structure and
substructure are reinforced concrete. The powerplant
consists of a machine shop bay, a service bay, a control
area and eight generating unit bays. Each unit bay
contains a 125,000-kv.-a., 90-percent power factor,
13,800-volt, 150-r.p.m., 60-cycle, vertical-shaft,
hydraulic-turbine-driven, alternating-current generator.
Each generator is driven by a 155,500-horsepower
hydraulic turbine operating a t 150 revolutions per
minute under an effective head of 450 feet. There are
nine 345-kilovolt, single-phase, 100,000-kv.a.
transformers and three 230-kilovolt, single-phase,
100,000-kv.-a. transformers located on a transformer
deck downstream of the generating units. Each pair of
generators is electrically paralleled, a t generator
voltage, and connected to one bank of three
single-phase transformers, by means of an isolated
phase bus, through generator-voltage circuit breakers.
Two 300-ton overhead traveling cranes are required
to handle the rotor and other heavy pieces of
equipment in the generating units and service bay. A
75-ton crane is provided in the machine shop.
The powerplant was designed to be built in two
stages; namely, the first stage or prime construction
work and the second stage or completion work.
66. POWE RPLANT ARRANGEMENT. Figures
150 through 161 show the final powerplant
arrangement as constructed. The powerplant is laid out
in an L shape, with the longitudinal centerline of the
units perpendicular to the canyon walls. Unit bay 1 is
located against the west or right canyon wall. The units
are numbered 1 through 8 toward the east or left
canyon wall. The service bay is adjacent to unit bay 8
and extends to the left canyon wall. The machine shop
bay is also against the left canyon wall and is adjacent
to and downstream of the service bay. A control area is
situated on top of the superstructure of unit bays 1
and 2. Access to the control area is by means of a stair
and two elevators in the cable and elevator tower
located on the right side of unit 1. Downstream of the
machine shop bay is a large parking area and river
outlet valve structure. Vehicular access to the
powerplant is provided by taking the 20-foot-wide
service road and tunnel located in the left canyon wall.
The tunnel terminates at the powerplant parking area
at elevation 3188.5.

There are two covered walkways from the dam to
the powerplant. The right walkway is a structural steel
bridge extending from a balcony on unit 1 to block 18
of the dam. The left abutment walkway is placed on
the outlet pipes anchor block a t elevation 3188.50 and
connects block 6 in the dam with the powerplant a t
unit 8.
(a) Typical Generating Unit Bay,-Units
3
through 8 are shown on figure 150, while units 1 and 2
are shown on figures 160 and 161, respectively. A
typical unit bay has a superstructure 65 feet wide in
the longitudinal direction and 81 feet deep in the
transverse direction (upstream-downstreamdirection).
The generator floor and electrical galleries are a t
elevation 3168.50. A visitors' walkway or balcony is
provided a t elevation 3188.50 inside the superstructure
wall on the downstream side of the units. A
transformer and transfer deck is located at the same
elevation outside the superstructure on the
downstream side of the plant. The turbine gallery,
governor gallery, and service gallery are a t elevation
3153.50. The pipe gallery is located downstream a t
elevation 3138.50. The penstock gallery, unwatering
gallery, and inspection galleries are a t elevation
3124.75. The centerline of the distributor is a t
elevation 3140.00 and the invert of the draft tube is a t
elevation 3102.00. Units 2 through 8 are set on mass
concrete.
The configuration of unit 1 is quite different
from a typical unit bay. A cable and elevator tower
with a large air-conditioned lobby and a curved
balcony for visitors is located on the right side of unit
1. Downstream of the tower, a sewage treatment
structure is placed on top of the substructure concrete
and on the right side of the transformer deck. The base
of the entire unit 1 structure sets on rock instead of
mass concrete.
Unit 8 also varies from the typical unit bay. The
visitors' balcony a t elevation 3188.50 goes around the
unit on the service bay side and is supported by
columns. A concrete stairway is located on the
upstream wall of unit 8 to provide access from the
covered walkway down to the landscaped area a t
elevation 3157.0.
(b) Control Area,-The control area (figs. 156,
158, and 161) is a two-floor structure designed to
allow adequate space for offices, visitor facilities,
t protection, and the necessary control
fa IIOU
equipment for the powerplant. The lowest floor is a t
elevation 3244.24 and provides space for the control
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Figure 151.-Powerplant general arrangement-Plan, elevation 3188.50.
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Figure 160.-Powerplant general arrangement-Transverse sectton through generating unit 1.
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room, a future dispatching room, toilets, offices,
mechanical equipment, and a decontamination area.
The control boards are situated on top of a raised
metal floor to provide space for cable spreading under
the floor.
The second floor of the control area i s at
elevation 3257.25 and is arranged for office space as
well as room for mechanical and electrical equipment.
The roof of unit bay 3 was designed to serve as
an observation deck. This area was included as a part of
the visitor facilities for the powerplant. Visitors may
travel from the dam to the powerplant by a covered
walkway. An air-conditioned lobby i s provided a t
elevation 3188.50 so they may view the generator hall
and also receive an orientation of the powerplant. The
visitors can then go up the elevator to a lobby at
elevation 3244.24. From there, they will be guided
past the control room and out to the observation deck
where they can view the overall project. Provisions
were made to allow for future additions of pools,
planters, fountains, and other visitor facilities on the
observation deck.
The roof of the control area over unit bays 1 and
2 as well as the roof over unit bays 4 through 8 are
constructed of precast concrete roof slabs, covered by
a five-ply membrane waterproofing and protected by
lightweight concrete cover slabs. The observation deck,
which is the roof of unit bay 3, is constructed of a
structural concrete floor slab, five-ply membrane
waterproofing and a regular concrete cover slab.
Tooled grooves and one-fourth-inch expansion joints
are used in the cover slab to control cracking.
(c) Service Bay.-The main floor of the service
bay is a t elevation 3188.50 and is arranged to provide
adequate areas for rotor erection, transformer
handling, upper bearing bracket storage, and shop
space. Floors are provided at elevations 3168.50,
3153.50, and at elevation 3124.75 for the service
equipment, pumps, sewage collection tanks, and water
supply equipment. The main access to the powerplant
is through a metal rolling door, 20 feet wide and 28
feet 4 inches high, in the downstream wall of the
service bay. When the transformers need maintenance,
they can be brought into the powerplant through the
main access door on transfer rails extending into the
service bay area. A chemical, biological, and
radiological (CBR) equipment room is located outside
of the upstream wall a t elevation 3188.50 on the
outlet-pipes anchor block. Access to the CBR
equipment room and the upstream area of the
powerplant is through a metal rolling door, 16 feet

wide and 16 feet high, on the upstream side of the
service bay.
The roof of the service bay from the 34- to the
37-line is a cast-in-place concrete slab covered by
four-ply membrane waterproofing on 1-inch insulation.
The roof of the service bay from the 37-lineto rock i s
a cast-in-place concrete slab covered by 5 feet of 1-112to 3-inch coarse aggregate.
(d) Machine Shop Bay.-The machine shop bay
superstructure is 146 feet 9 inches in length, 78 feet in
width and 54 feet high. There is a 27-foot-wide
roadway and a 4-foot 6-inch walkway on the tailrace
side of the machine shop for access to the service bay
and transformer deck. The machine shop houses a
16-foot boring mill and the necessary equipment for all
operation and maintenance work. A 75-ton crane is
provided to handle the equipment.
There are four floor levels in the machine shop
bay to handle mechanical equipment, filters, plenum
chambers, electrical equipment, air compressors, water
supply pumps, oil storage tanks, and oil purifier
equipment.
Access to the machine shop from the parking
area is provided by a 20-foot-wide by 20-foot-high
metal rolling door at the downstream end of the
machine shop.
Transfer car rails extend from the service bay
area into the machine shop area to facilitate moving
heavy loads which cannot be reached by the cranes.
The roof of the machine shop bay from the
35-line to the 38-line is a cast-in-place concrete slab
covered by a four-ply membrane waterproofing on
1-inch insulation. The roof from the 38-lineto rock is a
cast-in-place concrete slab covered by 5 feet of 1-112to 3-inch coarse aggregate.

A. DEVELOPMENT OF THE
GLEN CANYON POWERPLANT
67. GENERAL. A general discussion and review of
some of the problems encountered in the development
of the Glen Canyon Powerplant design and the
determination of i t s final location is presented herein.
The first problem to solve was that of fitting a long
multiunit powerhouse into a narrow canyon in
conjunction with a concrete arch dam. To position the
powerhouse parallel to the canyon walls would require
the use of large tunnels in the canyon walls leading to
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smaller tunnels to feed water to each unit. This method
of bringing water to each of the hydroelectric units had
t o be compared with the design using penstocks
through the dam to a building placed crossways of the
canyon (the design finally adopted). This latter is a
careful balance of the shortest penstocks possible for
economy with the design requirement that the
excavation for the powerhouse end bays shall not
remove rock which i s needed for support of the arch
dam at i t s abutments. These arch thrust lines angle into
the canyon wall at different horizontal positions at
different elevations and require progressively shorter
lengths of the upstream powerhouse concrete wall at
the lower floor elevations. Thus, the location of the
powerhouse upstream wall in relationship to the axis of
the arch dam becomes a function of the length of
building, the depth of powerplant structure, and the
dam design, particularly its radius of curvature and the
thickness a t its abutments.
In the case of Glen Canyon, the use of expensive
intake towers in the reservoir and of water tunnels was
discarded in favor of the use of penstocks through
individual blocks in the dam with intakes on the face
of the dam. The decision to place the powerhouse
crossways of the canyon, however, caused many
difficulties in building layout, influenced to a great
extent the number of hydroelectric power units to use,
and introduced the shape of the canyon floor in
relationship to the powerhouse bottom concrete as an
important factor in the design. Since the canyon cross
section was U-shaped, it was desirable to locate the
control bay and the service bays at the ends of the
powerplant because their lowermost concrete was not
as low as that of the units and therefore would not cut
as deep vertically into the rock at the ends as would
the generating units. A balance of costs for a minimum
of excavation at the ends with a minimum of mass
concrete fill under the center units was an objective in
the layouts. However, the bottom elevations of the
powerhouse were eventually established by the
hydraulic turbine requirements of elevations for
maximum power production, height of the centerline
of the turbine distributor in relationship to varying
tailwater elevations, and tailrace bottom in relationship
to the draft tube floor.
68. DEVELOPMENT PHASES. The functional
design, leading to the finished general arrangement of
the powerplant, progressed through three distinct
phases; namely reconnaissance, specifications, and
post-specif ications issuance or preconstruction.
Comparative estimates were prepared, where necessary,
to select the best one of several schemes in each phase.

(a) Phase /-Reconnaissance. -A favorable site
for a major dam and powerplant had been selected by
field investigations at mile 15 (or 15.3 miles upstream
from Lee Ferry on the Colorado River).
In 1949 and 1950, most of the design data were
far from being firm. The height of the dam had not
been determined and consequently the reservoir
storage capacity and the power head had to be assumed
in order to start on layouts for rough feasibility and
reconnaissance estimates. A preliminary draft of an
interim report in 1949 had recommended a powerplant
of 800,000-kilowatt capacity and operation of the
Glen Canyon Reservoir with 26 million acre-feet
maximum storage. From technical data, a
reconnaissance estimate was made for six units
producing 800,000 kilowatts of power with a 475-foot
rated head. A tailwater at elevation 3140, assumed for
the studies, was based upon the water surface of the
proposed downstream Marble Canyon Reservoir. It was
recognized at this time that a Glen Canyon Reservoir
normal water surface above elevation 3725 for
30-million-acre-feet capacity would encroach on the
Rainbow Bridge National Monument. A maximum
capacity of 26 million acre-feet would lower the
reservoir 25 feet to elevation 3700. (Later studies give
28 million acre-feet for this elevation.)
A request by the regional office for further
studies to establish the number of units for an
800,000-kilowatt plant, led to a suggestion that an
alternative plant rating of 970,200 kilowatts with a
rated head of 534 feet be considered because it
represented an optimum relation between turbine and
generator capacities under the then present reservoir
operation studies, which would produce the greatest
annual generation at relatively low incremental cost.
For this reason an additional unit was included in the
five schemes that were studied. Three schemes were for
surface powerplants having seven units, with a rating of
138,600 kilowatts for each unit and a total plant
capacity of 970,200 kilowatts. One scheme was for a
six-unit surface plant of 138,600 kilowatts each with
an 831,600-kilowatt total capacity. The fifth scheme
was a six-unit underground plant of the same capacity
as the six-unit surface plant. All schemes had the
centerline of the distributor at elevation 3140 except
the six-unit surface plant which used elevation 3121.
One of the purposes of establishing a t this time
the number of units in the powerplant was their effect
on the dam design. The number of penstocks affected
the position of the intakes, the outlet pipes, and the
jointing of the dam.
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Because additional reservoir studies were needed,
the regional office questioned the advisability of
providing a plant of the higher plant capacity of
970,200 kilowatts and sought agreement on a plant of
800,000-kilowatt capacity.
(1) Six-unit underground plant. -The Denver
office a t this time (1950) was under administrative
instructions to investigate the possibility of placing
future powerplants underground a t all sites having
suitable rock. However, at most sites studied by the
Bureau, the cost of an underground plant does not
compare favorably with the cost of a surface plant.
An underground plant requires much rock
excavation, and the rock above the generator hall
may require a massive reinforced concrete arch roof
to support it; whereas a surface plant superstructure
requires no excavation, the roof loads are relatively
light, and the superstructure framing is much less
expensive than the underground roof-supporting
concrete. Therefore, an underground plant is usually
at a disadvantage economically as compared to a
surface plant.
A layout was made of an underground plant
downstream from the left abutment of the dam. It
consisted of an excavated hall containing six units, two
station-service units, and a service bay and control bay
a t opposite ends of the hall. The transformers were in
partitioned vaults along the generator floor. The
elevation of the centerline of the distributor was
approximately the same as in the seven-unit schemes a t
elevation 3140. An inclined shaft from the control bay
to an aboveground switchyard was considered. An
access tunnel above maximum tailwater was provided
to the service bay from an unloading area under the
overcanyon cableway (used in all the 1950 studies)
which area was alongside a surface machine shop near
the toe of the dam.
Several studies were made of the arrangement of
the tailrace tunnels, the intake towers, and the intake
water passageways. Suitable positioning of the intakes
that would prevent excavation from interfering with
the thrust lines of the arch dam and that would not
require excessive forebay excavation in the canyon wall
presented a problem.
Rough estimates of comparative cost of the
six-unit surface and underground schemes were
surprisingly close because the mass concrete
requirements for the surface plant tended to balance
the large amount of underground excavation that
would have been necessary for an underground plant.

However, because of the uncertainty about the cost per
cubic yard for underground excavation, the
underground scheme was not given further
consideration in later studies.
In all six- and seven-unit schemes, an overhead
cableway was provided above an unloading platform
for equipment handling to save the expense of an
access roadway from the canyon rim. Equipment was
to be moved by transfer car on tracks from the
unloading areas into the powerhouse as is done a t the
Bureau's Hoover Powerplant. Access for personnel was
to be provided by elevators and galleries in the dam
and by a walkway from the dam to the powerhouse.
(b) Phase If-Specifications. -Funds were not
programed for design studies and estimates between
1950 and 1956. Comparative reconnaissance-type cost
estimates were requested in March 1956 for four
combinations of low and high dams and hydroelectric
powerplants of about 800,000- and 1,000,000-kilowatt
capacity to aid in economic power studies. Studies
were made to determine the most suitable number of
units. In these studies, the following conditions and
requests were considered:
(1) Lower the centerline of the distributor to
elevation 3121 to reduce the amount of mass
concrete fill under the units. (This was later changed
to elevation 3140.)
(2) Use the shortest penstock lengths possible
without powerhouse excavation cutting into arch
dam thrust lines.
(3) Use the shortest length of powerhouse to
fit the canyon and avoid excessive excavation of
canyon walls.
(4) Prepare estimates for eight-unit plants of
120,000 kilowatts each or 960,000 kilowatts total
capacity for both 515- and 480-foot weighted
average heads.
(5) Prepare estimates for seven-unit plants of
114,000 kilowatts each or 798,000 kilowatts total
for both 515- and 480-foot weighted average heads.
(6) Lacking turbine data sheets, assume same
data as used in the 1950 studies and use
65-foot-wide unit bays.
(7) Eliminate the two station-service units
provided in the 1950 studies.
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(8) Place an 80-foot-wide service bay at the
end of the units and a control-machine shop area
parallel to and joined to the upstream side of the
central units.
(9) Provide an access road and turn-around
area, instead of the overhead cableway.
Schemes were made for a seven-unit plant and
for an eight-unit plant. At this time, some
consideration was given to more than eight units a t a
smaller capacity per unit, namely 100,000 kilowatts
each. Increasing the number to 10 units was a means of
lowering the number of kilowatts per unit and reducing
the speed of the machine. There was some concern
about the high-strength steel needed on the generators
which would operate a t high peripheral speeds as used
in the 1950 studies.
A 10-unit scheme was also prepared. Because of
the length of the building, an excessive amount of
canyon wall rock excavation would have resulted in
this cross-canyon position, but to have turned it
parallel to the canyon wall would have cost more for
water tunnels than for the surface penstocks. This
building with more units, although requiring slightly
smaller bays; was longer than the seven- and eight-unit
layouts and would have required much longer
penstocks. The longer building would have forced the
outlet pipes into tunnels along the canyon walls at
increased cost over their surface location in the other
schemes. Preliminary estimates were made of the
penstocks only for both the high and low dams for
each layout of 7, 8, and 10 units. The total cost of the
penstocks for the 10-unit scheme was almost twice that
for the 7-unit scheme for both high and low dams
because of their greater length and number, although
they would have been smaller in diameter.
Use of more than eight units appeared
undesirable both from the economical and physical
standpoints. Although it was decided not to firmly
establish the number of units a t this time, these studies
did in fact crystalize the use of eight units for the
powerplant.
The studies up to this time had been for both high
and low dams with a 1,000-foot radius to the axis. A
decision was reached to use the low dam and change
the radius to 900 feet. The powerplant cross sections
used for the 1950 studies were replaced with new ones
based upon turbine data sheets for eight units of
112,500 kilowatts each for a total plant capacity of
900,000 kilowatts, and a design head of 510 feet. A

study of the effect on the building size for machine
speeds of 150 and 163.6 revolutions per minute
showed a somewhat smaller size unit for the faster
speed, but it was decided to use the slower speed to
avoid any generator design difficulties. This speed of
150 revolutions per minute, a design head of 510 feet,
and rated head of 450 feet, and eight units of
112,500-kilowatt capacity each are the statistics used
throughout all later schemes and the specifications.
As a result of the studies so far prepared, decisions
were made in May of 1956 to accept the conditions
listed a t the start of phase II (this subsection) together
with the following modifications:
(1) Use of eight units at a rating of 112,500
kilowatts each totaling 900,000 kilowatts.
(2) Locate a machine shop in the powerhouse
instead of alongside the warehouse in the town of
Page, Ariz.
(3) Limit the speed of the units to 150
revolutions per minute, and when heads are higher
than 450 feet the turbine wickets would be
regulated to prevent overload of the generators.
(4) The centerline of the distributor was not
to be lower than elevation 3140. This decision was
made because of previous difficulties of leakage
with higher draft tube gate pressures and probable
rough turbine operation which have accompanied
low distributor settings such as the elevation 3121
proposed for the six-unit surface plant.
(5) A firm elevation of 3183 for maximum
tailwater surface was received, so the freeboard was
based upon elevation 3188.50 instead of 3196 for
the entrance door and approach road. This reduced
the building height and lowered the building cost.
(6) A suggestion to provide warehouse space
in the powerhouse was rejected as too expensive a
provision. It was considered better to locate a
permanent warehouse in the town of Page, Ariz.,
and provide only minor storage space in the
powerhouse so as to keep the structure as small as
possible.
( 7 ) Because of the proximity of the
powerhouse to the canyon wall, it was considered
advisable to protect the roofs of the end bays and
the service and control bays from small falling rocks
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by use of a sand-cushion-type construction. Major
slabs of rock were to be scaled during excavation.
Studies were made for locating the transformers
on the upstream and downstream decks of the
powerplant. After comparing the transformer
locations, the scheme with the transformers on the
upstream deck was abandoned, and the decision was
made to locate the transformers on the downstream
deck in all future schemes. It was also decided to use a
structural steel superstructure with concrete curtain
walls for the main units and the service bay. The
control bay was to be all reinforced concrete.
Schemes for the location of the control bay
along the upstream wall of units 1 and 2 and for i t s
location along the upstream wall of units 4 and 5 were
investigated. These schemes were discarded due to the
disadvantage of this location for the electrical layout.
Another scheme was an attempt to combine the
service bay and the control bay in the center with four
units on each side. This scheme was also discarded
because of the difficult access, the change of the
penstock locations in the dam, crowding the outlet
pipes farther into the canyon side walls and the intakes
into the abutments, and putting the deep unit bays a t
the ends to increase excavation and shallow bays in the
deepest part of the channel which added more mass
concrete to the layout.
About this time, word was received that issuance
of the prime construction contract was scheduled to be
made earlier than previously announced, so the
following major decisions were made to finalize the
specifications layout for the powerplant:
(1) Locate the control bay at the right end of
the powerplant.
(2) Locate the governor gallery on the
downstream side of the powerplant.
( 3 ) Locate the transformers
downstream deck of the powerplant.

on

the

(4) Establish the centerline of the distributor
a t elevation 3140.
(5) Use expansion joints between each bay in
the powerplant.
(6) Proceed with the general and structural
arrangemen t drawings for the construction
specifications.

As a result of the above decisions reached in the
first part of June 1956, the best ideas of the previous
schemes were incorporated into the specifications
layout.
A check of the powerplant building for clearance
with the thrust lines of a new dam design showed that
the building could be moved 54 feet closer to the dam
axis, or from 524 to 470 feet. Although this was not a
final dam design, it was accepted for the purpose of
meeting the announced construction specifications
issuance date.
Design studies indicated that i t was highly
practicable to move the four outlet pipes to the left
side of the dam and embed the bends in the mass
concrete between the dam and the upstream side of the
service bay, and then continue them along the outside
service bay wall to an outlet valve house downstream
of the service bay turning around area. By doing this it
was possible to utilize the surface of the concrete
embedding the outlet pipes as a floor and have a
machine shop between the service bay and the dam.
Specifications No. DC-4825 for construction of
Glen Canyon Dam and Powerplarrt were issued on
January 11, 1957, which incorporated the above
arrangement.
(c ) Phase Ill-Preconstruction. -The
Glen
Canyon Powerplant, as shown on the construction
specifications drawing "General Plan," was located 470
feet downstream from the dam axis. This location of
the conventional "in-line" building (all bays alongside
each other) and 665 feet long met the requirement of
positioning all powerplant excavation outside the
thrust lines in the abutments supporting the concrete
arch dam design shown in the specifications.
Final reports of additional tests taken subsequent
to the preparation and issuance of the specifications,
required thickening the dam a t the abutments to
reduce the bearing pressures. This revised dam design
changed the arch thrust lines in such a way as to
require locating the powerplant downstream an
additional 20 feet, or 490 feet from the dam axis.
Such a move was considered undesirable as it
would have lengthened the eight penstocks and four
outlet pipes, and would have increased the powerplant
cost. It was therefore decided that studies should be
made not only to save the cost of shifting the
powerhouse 20 feet downstream but also to attempt to
reduce the original 470 feet shown in the specifications
and make further savings.
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The specifications powerplant was drawn on a
print of the new dam design, and i t s encroachment on
the thrust lines studied. Specifications drawings of the
control bay with vellum overlays were studied for
room rearrangement. Only by eliminating rooms could
the encroachment on the thrust lines be avoided.
However, loss of such room area did not appear to be a
desirable solution to the problem.
A repeat attempt to turn the machine shop from
the specifications location between the dam and the
service bay on the left side to a position alongside the
upstream side of the service bay and unit 8, and
shifting the powerhouse towards the left, did show a
reduction of 25 feet or to a location 445 from the dam
axis to the upstream wall of the units. Poor access and
more expensive undersupport of the machine shop, as
in previous similar schemes, led to the abandonment of
this study.
Consideration was then given t o changing the
shape of the rectangular building as a means of solving
the length distance problem. Layouts were made of a
variety of building shapes, such as a curved
powerhouse, V-, U-, and modified L-shapes.
Eight study schemes were drawn and cost
estimates made. In the V-shaped schemes, the bends in
the penstock and outlet pipes were too complicated or
crossed the dam block joints. The curved plant and the
U-shaped schemes created undesirable water passage
conditions, equipment handling difficulties, or
introduced undesirable structural problems.
For the above reasons, the curved plant, V-, and
U -shaped schemes were abandoned. Although
preliminary cost estimate showed the curved plant
scheme to be as economical as any scheme, it was
decided to return to the original rectangular-shaped
building and modify the positions of the end bays, the
control and service bays, and the machine shop, in
relationship to the generating units. This decision was
based upon the unsatisfactory results of the
aforementioned schemes and upon a desire to retain
the design as close as possible to the specifications
design to avoid unnecessary costs.
The machine shop was moved from the upstream
specifications location to downstream of the service
bay. This reversal of the L-shape allowed the service

bay and eight units to move closer to the dam and
shortened the penstocks, but in so doing caused the
control bay on the right end to encroach on the dam
thrust lines.
Extensive studies were made to preserve the
control bay as located in the specifications-at the end
and alongside unit 1. Each floor area at the upstream
end corner was reduced by rearranging rooms and the
bay kept outside the thrust lines. This reduction in
floor area was objectionable. The control bay was
moved downstream until only a passageway connected
it with unit 1, sufficient to provide for cable trays, pipe
runs, and access between the structures. The shape was
streamlined to avoid the thrust lines by placing the
narrow elevator and stair shaft upstream of the control
room. This scheme located the powerhouse 400 feet
from the dam axis.
Further study showed that much of the floor
space in the previous service bay would be lost to the
mass concrete anchoring the bends in the outlet pipes.
This lost room area was to be provided for in a new
machine shop bay layout. The outlet pipes which had
previously been outside the end of the powerhouse
were now run under both the service bay and machine
shop. To improve the design a t the left end, it was
decided to shift the building up to 10 feet to the right
of the plane of centers. To avoid cutting the thrust
lines, the width of the control bay was reduced from
65 to 50 feet. This reduction, however, provided
insufficient room areas for a major powerplant control
bay. Even if it had been possible to make the control
bay narrower, the gain from a 15-foot shift of the
powerhouse to the right would not have been sufficient
to relieve the congestion in the service bay end caused
by the outlet pipes.
Work was interrupted until receipt of the results
of a meeting of the Consulting ~ o a r d *to consider the
rock in the dam abutments and review the dam design.
A new dam design with thicker abutments was decided
upon. This change required moving the powerhouse
farther downstream. Since all schemes so far to reduce
the length of powerhouse had various objections to
them, it was decided that a drastic change was needed.
The control bay, as such, was eliminated except
for a narrow tower located a t the downstream corner
of the end of unit 1. This tower contained a stairway, a

he Consulting Board consisted of Julian Hinds, Chairman, John J. Hammond, Raymond E. Davis, Edward B.
Burwell, Jr., and John W. Vanderwilt.
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passenger elevator, and a cable shaft. A two-story
structural steel structure called the control area was
placed above the superstructure of units 1 and 2. This
shortened the length of the upstream wall to 598 feet 9
inches anu permitted the building to be 400 feet from
the dam axis. The units were offset 10 feet to the right
of the plane of centers. The elevator tower added 24
feet and the widened machine shop added 25 feet for a
total powerplant length of 655 feet, but these
extensions were downstream of the a-line and outside
of the thrust lines.
69. FINAL DESIGN. A review of the layouts,
made in conjunction with previous dam designs,
showed that with minor modifications the result of the
previously detailed powerplant studies could be
utilized for the final design of the powerplant structure
in conjunction with the final dam design. New general
arrangement drawings were prepared superseding all or
in part the specifications drawings. The final design for
construction shows:

7 0 . C H E M I C A L , B I O L O G I C A L , AND
RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION. Protection against
radiological fallout at Glen Canyon Powerplant was
provided. This was in accordance with Annexes 11, 24,
and 33 of the National Plan for Civil Defense and
Defense Mobilization which made the Bureau
responsible for the continued operations of its power
facilities during periods of national emergency.
In general, the criteria used in the design and
arrangements follow the Corps of Engineers Manual
EM 1110-2-5000 (1 Mar. 61).
In matters of design, the OCDM (now OCD)
publication "Design and Review of Structures for
Protection from Fallout Gamma hadiation," also
known as the "Engineering Manual," dated July 1,
1961, was used.

(3) The control area i s located above the
typical superstructure of units 1 and 2, and the
control bay at the end was eliminated.

71. POWERPLANT COMPLETION. The work for
the completion of the powerplant consisted of placing
second-stage concrete, blockout concrete, concrete
floor surfacing and miscellaneous concrete;
constructing p a r t i t i o n walls and completing
architectural finishes; installing air-conditioning,
heating and ventilating systems; installing hydraulic
turbines, penstock makeup pieces, governors, machine
tools, piping and fire protection equipment; furnishing
and installing sewage treating equipment, plumbing
fixtures, and water supply piping and installing
miscellaneous metalwork; installing power
transformers, generators, generator voltage bus
structures, switchgear, electric conduit, cables and
electrical accessories.

(4) Access to the control area is by means of
an elevator and stair tower, which provides for a
cable shaft to the cable spreading and control area.

B. POWERPLANT STRUCTURAL
DESIGN

(1) The upstream wall of the units and service
bay is located 400 feet from the axis (70 feet less
than the specifications design).
(2) The machine shop is located downstream
instead of upstream of the service bay and has a
passage on the tailrace side of the machine shop for
access to the service bay.

(5) The final upstream or a-line length i s 598
feet 9 inches and the overall length from the
elevator tower to the machine shop is 648 feet 9
inches. The elevator tower and machine shop are
downstream 24 and 83 feet, respectively, from the
a-line.

72. BASIC DATA. The following data and codes
were used in the structural design of the Glen Canyon
Powerplant:
(1) "Reinforced Concrete Design Data,"
Engineering Monograph No. 10, October 1952, U.S.
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation.

As a result of these studies in phase I II (subsec.
68c), a new location utilizing shorter penstocks and
other numerous layout improvements saved an
estimated 1 million dollars over the specifications
design when calculated by using the actual unit costs
contained in the contractor's bid.

(2) "Recommended Practice and Standard
Specifications for Concrete and Reinforced
Concrete," Report of the Joint Committee on
Standard Specifications for Concrete and
Reinforced Concrete, June 1940, American Society
of Civil Engineers.

The revisions discussed above were incorporated
i n specifications No. DC-4825 by means of
supplemental notices.

(3) "Standards of Design for Concrete," U.S.
Navy Department, Bureau of Yards and Docks,
Publication No. 3Yb, November 15, 1929.
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( 4 ) "Building Code Requirements for
Reinforced Concrete" (ACI 318-56), American
Concrete Institute.

(5) "Steel Construction," Manual of the
American Institute of Steel Construction (1956).
73. S T A B I L I T Y ANALYSIS. A separate,
thorough, and comprehensive stability analysis was
made for unit bays 2 through 8, unit bay 1, the service
bay, and the machine shop bay. Each of the above bays
was separated by a 1-inch expansion joint and
therefore was analyzed as a separate unit.
The bays were analyzed to determine the factors of
safety for overturning, shear-friction, and flotation.
Factors of safety were determined by the following
formulas:
Flotation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-

Overturning . . . . . . . . . . . . . SRM
20 M

=

cohesion or unit shearing
resistance, applied only
to area in compression,
kips per square foot,

= coefficient of friction

between concrete and
foundation material or
between concrete and
concrete,
U

= uplift, assumed acting over

100 percent of area,
SH

=

SO M

= overturning moment about

sum of horizontal forces,

toe,
SRM

= righting moment about

toe; and
SW

When the stability analysis showed a tension area
in the base pressure diagram, the section was assumed
to be cracked and full hydrostatic uplift was placed on
the tension zone. The length of crack was determined
by successive approximations until stability was
achieved with a base pressure diagram having only
compressive forces.

= area of base or horizontal

section considered (in
compression), square feet,
c

( a ) Units 2 Through 8.-Units 2 through 8 were
identical except for the excavation and mass concrete;
therefore, the unit with the most severe condition was
selected for the analysis. Stability was analyzed at two
different planes, one at elevation 3093.00 and the
other at elevation 3020.00. The plane at elevation
3093.00 was investigated since it was the lowest point
of the first-stage concrete. The other plane at elevation
3020.00 was chosen since i t was the lowest point of
the excavation.

For the computed factors of safety for each
stability case, see figures 162 and 163.

where:
A

See figure 162 for the general notes used for the
stability analysis, the foundation properties and the
allowable factors of safety for the conditions: (1)
during construction and (2) with the structure
completed and equipment operating.

= sum of vertical forces,
except uplift; plus (+) is

down.

(b) Unit Bay 7.-Unit bay 1 was analyzed
separately since it was quite different from units 2
through 8. The base of unit 1 was on rock instead of
mass concrete; it had a tall narrow elevator tower on i t s
right side and was placed against the right canyon wall.
One hundred and fifty-four grouted 1-318-inch anchor
bars as well as mass concrete were used below the
upstream base slab to assure adequate stability of the
unit. The effects of the tower and the water table in
the canyon wall on the stability analysis can be seen on
figure 164.
(c) Service Bay.-The stability analysis for the
service bay consisted of three conditions; namely, (1) a
construction condition, (2) the minimum operating
condition, and (3) the maximum operating condition.
The concrete anchor block for the outlet pipes
upstream of the service bay was considered a part of
the service bay for the stability analysis. Uplift
pressures were considered under all conditions of
loading. Full uplift was assumed on the foundation
steps t o the saturation line of the rock. Hydraulic
forces from the outlet pipes were also considered in the
analysis for the operating conditions. Grouted
1-318-inch anchor bars were used t o improve the
stability of the structure. For the computed factors of
safety, see figure 165.
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Figure 165.-Powerplant stability analysis-Service bay.
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(d) Machine Shop Bay.-The stability analysis
for the machine shop bay was similar to the service bay
analysis. The same conditions were investigated;
namely, (1) a construction condition, (2) the minimum
operating condition, and (3) the maximum operating
condition. Grouted 1-318-inch anchor bars were used
to improve the stability of the structure. For the
loading conditions and computed factors of safety, see
figure 166.

3,000 pounds per square inch a t 180 days except
the top 10 feet of exposed surfaces where the mass
concrete would have a strength of 3,000 pounds per
square inch at 28 days.

74. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS. (a) General.The .principal data pertaining to the structural design
for the unit bays, the control area, the service bay and
the machine shop bay are shown on the design data
sheets (see figs. 167, 168, and 169). These sheets show
the live loads and special loads for each floor, loading
conditions for design, miscellaneous loads, assumptions
for stability analyses, allowable increase of unit
stresses, minimum requirements for temperature
reinforcement, and estimated sizes and weights of
necessary equipment.

(3) The initial placing temperature of the
concrete would be maintained at 50'
F. by
precooling the aggregate and water if necessary. The
concrete would be placed in 5-foot lifts at 3-day
(minimum) intervals. By using cooling coils a t the
top of each lift and running 4 gallons per minute of
water at 35' F. through the pipes, the maximum
temperature of the concrete could be limited to
72.5' F. at 8 days. The temperature would then
start dropping until it reached the mean annual
temperature of 62' F. a t about 26 days after
placing. Since the cooling coils would be used and
concrete placed in the machine shop river wall any
time after 8 days, the foundation of mass concrete
would be contracting by cooling and thereby
putting the river wall in compression and assuring a
more watertight structure.

The powerplant was designed for concrete having
an ultimate compressive strength of 3,000 pounds per
square inch at 28 days and an allowable working stress
in the reinforcement of 20,000 pounds per square inch
tension in flexure and 16,000 pounds per square inch
tension in web reinforcement.
The original design was based on estimated
weights and sizes of equipment. When the final data
submitted by the manufacturers were in excess of the
estimated values, the design was reviewed and revised
accordingly. The structural arrangement drawings for
the powerplant show the framing, member sizes, mass
concrete, first-stage and second-stage concrete, and the
embedded equipment (see figs. 170 through 177).
(b) Mass Concrete.-The
final location and
design of the river outlet pipes under the service bay
and machine shop bay dictated the use of mass
concrete from sound rock in the riverbed to the top
floors of the machine shop and service bay. The mass
concrete was placed against the left canyon wall to
form the back wall and floors for the service bay and
machine shop bay. A temperature control study of the
mass concrete was made to determine what magnitude
of volume change the foundation or mass concrete
would undergo and through what period of time.
Based on a detailed analysis of this temperature
study, the following decisions were reached:
(1) The mass concrete placed beneath all
powerplant structures would have a strength of

(2) The mass concrete beneath the machine
shop bay and the service bay would be cooled while
the mass concrete beneath units 1 through 8 would
not be cooled.

(4) An investigation of the contraction or
expansion of the mass concrete showed an expected
value of about one-eighth of an inch. It was felt that
this amount would not open any vaults for access to
any joints in the steel outlet pipes.

(5) The decision was also made that a
corkboard joint was not required between the
machine shop wall and the gravity wall at the m-line
and that there would be contraction joints a t the
d-line and m-line and these joints would not be
grouted. It was further decided that with artificial
cooling of the mass concrete, no expansion joint
would be necessary in the machine shop structure.
To make the mass concrete and the main units
act as a single structure, 1-318-inch dowels were used to
engage the block of mass concrete between the a- and
b-lines of the main units. The number, size, and length
of dowels required to engage the mass concrete block
between the a- and b-lines were designed from the
maximum stresses determined from the various
stability analyses. The maximum tensile stresses were
computed on the assumption that the base would take
no tension and that full uplift would be developed over
the cracked area. Keys were also used to tie the mass
concrete to the powerplant concrete.
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(c) Foundation Analysis. -Since the base slab for
units 3 through 8 would be on mass concrete, the base
pressure used for design on these units was the uplift
pressure only.
For units 1 and 2, the base slab would be on
rock; therefore, a check was made to see what type of
loading should be placed on the base slab. Hetenyi's2
"Beams on Elastic Foundations" was used to
determine this value. Also used in the foundation
analysis was a report by the Board of ~onsultants,~
dated May 7, 1957. The values from this report that
were used are listed below:
Modulus of elasticity
of rock, p.s.i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500,000
Poisson's ratio for rock . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.06
Modulus of elasticity of
concrete, p.s.i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,000,000
Poisson's ratio for concrete . . . . . . . . . . 0.20
The base slab and draft tube pit slab for units 1
and 2 were designed using the elastic foundation
method mentioned above. The powerplant loads were
distributed down through the plant to the rock and
deflections determined at the required points. Using
these deflections and the proper end conditions, the
resulting moments and shears were computed.
(d) Substructure.-The substructure is that part
of the powerplant below elevation 3124.75. The
substructure concrete for the unit bays i s the massive
concrete below elevation 3124.75 and forms the base
slab and draft tube openings. The substructure
concrete of units 1 and 2 sets on rock and on mass
concrete for units 3 through 8. It i s designed to carry
the loads from the superstructure, intermediate
structure, plant equipment, and second-stage concrete
down to the foundation.
(e) Intermediate Structure. -The intermediate
structure is that part of the powerplant from elevation
3124.75 to elevation 3188.17. The design of the
intermediate structure concrete was divided into four
sections; namely, unit bays 2 through 8, unit bay 1, the
service bay, and the machine shop bay.

(1) Unit bays 2 through 8 were designed as

three parts-the upstream gallery, the downstream
gallery, and the cross walls.
The upstream gallery was designed as a
two-floor bent or frame with various loads from the
superstructure columns, floor loads and saturated
backfill on the upstream wall combined. The beams
in the upstream galleries at elevations 3153.50 and
3168.50 presented an unusually difficult design
problem. A large tensional force, in addition to
moment and shear forces, was transmitted to the
beams from the maximum loading condition. The
combination of tensional and shear forces resulted
in a cracked section. Therefore, it was necessary to
design the beam stirrups and longitudinal
reinforcement to handle these stresses in addition to
the moment stresses.
The downstream gallery was designed as a
four-floor bent or frame with a cantilever deck.
Various loads from the superstructure columns,
transformer deck, floor loads, tailwater loads, etc.,
were combined. The transformer deck was designed
for a transformer inplace and another transformer
moving on the transfer rails.
The designs for the upstream gallery, the
transformer deck, and the downstream gallery were
solved by the trial-load method using an electronic
digital computer. Spot checks of the machine results
were made to verify the validity of the solutions.
Since the unit bay system is used for the
powerplant, two cross walls are required at each
expansion joint. Adjacent cross walls are separated
by a 1-inch expansion joint; so calculations were
made for the moments, shears, deflections, and
necessary reinforcement for a temperature rise of
20' F., using the Bureau's Design Standards No. 9.4
The cross walls were also designed to carry the load
from the second-stage concrete to the base slab.
(2) Unit bay 1 was designed similar to units 2
through 8 with the addition of a comprehensive
analysis of the effect of the cable and elevator tower
for shear, foundation pressures, and earthquake.
The visitor's walkway or balcony also created very
special design problems.

Hetenyi, Miklos I.,"Beams on Elastic Foundations," 1946.
3 " ~ e p o r ton Foundation Adequacy and Design Considerations of Glen Canyon Dam," Julian Hinds, Chairman,
John J. Hammond, Raymond E. Davis, Edward B. Burwell, Jr., John W. Vanderwilt, Denver, Colo., May 7, 1957.
"^"I3esignStandards No. 9, Buildings-Chapter 3, Concrete Details-Figure 19, Design of Walls Adjacent to 1-Inch
Expansion Joints," Bureau of Reclamation, October 27, 1959.
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(3) The service bay intermediate structure
was designed as a beam and slab system framing into
the mass concrete anchor block for the river outlet
pipes. The unusually heavy floor loads expected on
the elevation 3188.50 floor were due to the
concentration of the rotor weight on three sides of
the slot provided in the floor to handle the erection
of the rotor.

(4) The machine shop bay intermediate
structure was also designed as a beam-and-slab
system framing into the mass concrete block. The
principal design problems for this system came from
the expected high tailwater on the river wall side.
Cross walls were used between the river wall and the
mass concrete to act as rib stiffeners between
elevations 3124.75 and 3153.50. The top deck was
designed to carry heavy equipment to the service
bay and for the expected temperature variations on
the exposed deck.
Expansion and contraction of deck slabs have
important effects on the design of the structural
framework of the powerplant. A study was made of
the heat distribution for a concrete slab held at a
constant temperature on one side and subject to a
daily variation of temperature on the other. The
slab under consideration was the deck of the
machine shop bay at elevation 3188.50. The
transformer deck slab of the unit bays and the
service bay is a similar type structure and the
temperature study would apply to all decks a t
elevation 3188.50.
From the annual reports from the weather
station a t Lee Ferry, a maximum mean daily
temperature of 104' F. was selected and a
corresponding minimum temperature of 73' F.
Considering the solar radiation on a horizontal slab,
the temperature would increase about 16' F.,
making the maximum temperature 120' F. The
temperature on the top of the slab was assumed to
vary daily as a sinusoidal curve, and the temperature
below the slab was assumed to hold a t a constant
80' F.
The heat flow through the slab was analyzed
according to Schmidt's method of conductivity.
Two cases were studied and programed on the
electronic digital computer. These were a hot and
cold cycle for a slab 36 inches thick. The maximum
and minimum values of the temperature 6 inches

below the surface of the slab and the average
temperature of the slab were desired. The
computation program was set up to compute
temperatures at 2-inch increments of depth through
the slab and a t time intervals of 15 minutes. At each
time, the temperature 6 inches below the surface
and the average temperature of the entire slab were
recorded and printed for a 6-day cycle. During the
sixth day, the average temperature of the slab varied
from 95' to 1 0 0 ~F. The temperature at a point 6
inches below the exposed surface, or approximately
the bottom of the cover slab, was 114' F. Since the
major portion of the heat i s in the top 6 or 8 inches,
it i s reasonable to assume that the temperature at
the center of the 36-inch structural slab would be
less than the 1 0 0 ~
F. average.
The design of the exposed deck was for a
temperature rise or drop of 20' F. based on the 80'
F. a t the bottom of the slab and the 1 0 0 ~
F. average
temperature a t the center of the slab. This is
assumed to be a conservative approach for the
climatic conditions encountered a t the powerplant.
The location of the large air compressors on
the elevation 3153.50 floor created unusual
foundation design problems to eliminate vibration
or reduce it to a minimum. Special drawings and
details were required for the installation of a
16-foot boring mill in the machine shop.
(f) Superstructure.-The superstructure is that
part of the powerplant above elevation 3188.50. The
design of the superstructure was separated into five
different areas for continuity of design. These design
areas were the cable and elevator tower, the control
area, the superstructure walls, the cast-in-place roof
slabs for the service bay and machine shop bay, and the
buttress walls against the left canyon wall.
(1) Thecableand elevator tower is located on
the right side of unit bay 1 from elevation 3153.50
to elevation 3289.62. This tower is a tall, narrow,
rectangular structure. The major design problems
encountered here were associated with the shears
due to the unusual shape of the structure and the
earthquake design.
In the shear investigation for the cable and
elevator tower walls, the problem was to determine
the magnitude and direction of the principal stresses
as computed by the use of Mohr's circ~e.~
The shear

"Â¥imoshenko S., and Goodier, J. N., "Theory of Elasticity" McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1951.
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stresses were to be determined. by assuming the
tower hangs upl as implied from the stability
analysis, and the total weight of the tower is taken
through the cross walls below elevation 3188.50.
The problem was solved in the following manner:'
The shear diagram and then the shearing
stress were determined by the formula v = VQ
where V = the total shear, Q = the static moment
about the neutral axis of the section consideredl
I = the moment of inertia of the entire sectionl
and t = the effective width of the section a t the
point considered.
The normal stress was determined for the
cross walls a t the section considered using the
formula for bending and direct stress f =
k y . To determine M, full uplift was
tssurned for tailwater to elevation 3168.50 and
water in the right canyon wall or abutment t o
elevation 3168.50.
The magnitude and direction of the
principal stresses were then determined by
combining the normal stress and the shearing
stress at each point in question by the use of
Mohr's circle.
The earthquake design, deflections were
computed for the unit bay 1 superstructure wall and
the cable and elevator towerl using an earthquake
load equivalent to an assumed acceleration of 0.1
gravity. The frequency of vibration for each
structure was also computed. A comparison of these
values prompted a decision to tie the two structures
together a t the elevation 3244.24 floor with rigid
steel connections. These connections will make the
structures act together and minimize the destructive
effect of two structures "slapping" together during
an earthquake.

(2) The control area-That portion of the
powerplant called the control area refers to the
two-floor structure located on top of the unit bays
1 and 2 superstructure. The floors are located a t
elevations 3244.24 and 3257.25. The floor a t
elevation 3244.24 is a Iightweight reinforced
concrete slab on steel reinforcing floor forms. The
maximum allowable live load i s 200 pounds per
square foot. The floor a t elevation 3257.25 is a
12-112-inch-thick regular reinforced concrete floor
slab. The purpose of this unusually thick concrete
slab is to provide fallout protection for the
operating personnel on the floor below.
(3) Superstructure walls.-The superstructure
of the service bayl the machine shop bayl and the

main units was designed as a structural steel frame
with concrete curtain walls. The curtain walls are
simply supported between the webs of the steel
columns and are designed for wind and earthquake
loads. These walls are carried to the top of the steel
frame in the service bay, unit bays 3 through 8#and
on the tailrace wall of the machine shop bay. In unit
bays 1 and 2, the superstructure walls are continued
past the top of the main frame to the roof of the
control area. These walls above the main frame are
also of the curtain wall design and similar to the rest
of the superstructure.
(4) The service bay and machine shop bay
root-The roof system over the structural steel
frame for the service bay and machine shop bay is a
10-112-inch cast-in-place reinforced concrete roof
slab designed for a live load of 300 pounds per
square foot. This slab is t o protect personnel and
equipment against small rocks. For protection
against large rocks, a 5-foot cushion of coarse
aggregate is placed on top of a 30-inch reinforced
concrete slab. This cushioned area is placed between
the left canyon wall and the superstructure walls of
the machine shop bay and the service bay. A 1-inch
expansion joint i s placed in the slab t o prevent the
transfer of this load to the superstructure frame.
(5) Buttress walls.-To support the 30-inch
concrete slab and 5-footdeep gravel cushion located
between the machine shop and servi6e bay walls and
the left canyon abutment, 18-inch-thick buttress
walls were provided at each column line from the
upstream wall of the service bay to the downstream
wall of the machine shop bay. One-inch expansion
joints were used in each buttress wall to prevent
loads being transferred to the superstructure frame.
Openings were located a t the bottom of each
buttress next to the structure to provide a walkway
and a drainage gutter for the full length of the
machine shop and service bay.
( g ) S t r u c t u r a l S t e e l Framing.-The
superstructure of the powerplant has a structural steel
frame with concrete panel walls between the columnsl
and with the outside flanges of the columns and the
eave purlins exposed. The building has eight unit bays,
a service bay, a machine shop bayl and a structure
referred to as the control area which is supported on
the roof of unit bays 1 and 2. In addition there is a
concrete structurel housing the elevator shaftsl stairs,
and control cable shaftl adjacent to unit bay 1. Hinged
connections are provided between this structure and
unit bay 1 to prevent impacting of one building against
the other in the event of an earthquake.
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The unit bays and the service bay each have four
rigid-frame bents built up of welded steel plates.
Diagonal bracing and struts between the bents are
structural steel members. Structural steel purl ins
support the roof. The crane girders for the two 300-ton
cranes in the powerplant are built up of welded steel
plates. The details are shown on figure 178.

3188.50 is made of welded aluminum pipe and is fitted
with panels of woven aluminum mesh. The visitors
walkways between the powerplant and the dam have
handrailing made up of aluminum pipe fitted with
aluminum grills. The observation deck on the roof of
unit bay 3 has a fence composed of 3- by 3-inch-square
steel tubing one-fourth i n ~ hthick with a woven
aluminum mesh.

The machine shop has the same construction as
the unit baysl with eight rigid-frame bents. The crane
girder for the 75-ton machine shop crane is composed
of wide-flange beams with angles welded to the top
flanges.

( j ) S t r u c t u r a l Details.-In
designing large
reinforced concrete buildings such as the Glen Canyon
Powerplantl joints must be appropriately placed in the
concrete to facilitate construction and to prevent
destructive or unsightly cracking. Joints are also
needed to separate buildings or different parts of the
same building if excessive movement or operating
equipment might transmit harmful vibration stresses or
thrusts to each other if not separated. In Glen Canyon
Powerplant four types of joints were used; namelyl
expansionl construction, contractionl and control
joints.

The control area is a two-story steel frame
building located on the roof of unit bays 1 and 2. The
frames of this building have welded rigid connections
to the powerplant framesl and welded rigid corners at
the roof, The reinforcing metal floor pans for the
floors and the precast concrete roof slabs are supported
on structural steel beams.
The rigid frames were designed by the column
analogy method. All structural steel was designed in
accordance with the provisions of the 1956 fifth
edition of the "Steel Construction Manual1' of the
American Institute of Steel Construction. Welding is in
accordance with the applicable provisions of the
American Welding Society's "Code for Arc and Gas
Welding in Building Construction." Field connections
were made with high-strength bearing bolts.

(1) Expansion joints allow expansion and
contraction of large structures and isolate certain
areas in a building. These joints prevent cracking as
well as insure against misalinement of equipment
t h a t would otherwise result from building
distortion.

(h) Roof Drainage.--Drainage water is picked up
at the roof drains in the unit bays and the elevator
tower and carried to the downstream (south) side of
the structure where it is collected into one vertical pipe
in each bay. Each pipe runs horizontally under the
transformer deck and discharges into the tailrace at
elevation 3182.78.

To separate each unit bayl the service bayl
and the machine shop bayl 1-inch expansion joints
were used. These expansion joints were formed by
1-inch corkboard joint filler extending from the
substructure to the roof of each bay. They were
sealed against water leakage by the use of two
rubber waterstopsl an asphalt seall and a formed
drain as shown on figures 179 and 180. The asphalt
seals are provided with two 112-inch standard steam
pipes with necessary fittings t o which steam can be
admitted to heat and liquify the asphalt.

In the service and machine shop bays the
drainage water is picked up at the roof drains and
carried t o the east end wall where vertical pipes
discharge it into the drainage trench between the
building and the canyon wall.

Two-inch expansion jointsl filled with sponge
rubberl are used in the visitors1 balcony in unit 1.
These joints are required t o keep the balcony from
cracking if the movement of the tower is greater
than that of the balcony.

(i) Handrailing.-Handrailing in the powerplant
above floor elevation 3168.50, in the elevator towerl
and on the stairs on the exterior of the upstream
(north) wall of the powerplant is welded aluminum
pipe railing. Handrailing in the powerplant below floor
elevation 3168.50 and in the machine shop bay is
welded black steel pipe. All stairs have handrailing. The
aluminum handrailing on the balcony at floor elevation

One-inch joints filled with sponge rubberl and
112- and 114-inch joints filled with corkboard were
used to isolate various areas throughout the
powerplant.
(2) Construction joints were used where it
was necessary to interrupt continuous placement of
concretel for structural reasonsl and to reduce the
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effects of restraint and temperature rise of the
concrete after placing. For an example of the
sequence of concrete placement and location of
construction joints in the powerplant, see figures
181 and 182. The reinforcement is continuous
across the construction joints and care was taken t o
obtain good bond between adjacent placements of
concrete. The joints were keyed when it was
necessary to develop additional shearing resistance
and to assure monolithic action of the structure.
Rubber waterstops were used in the vertical
construction joints and noncorrodible metal seals
were used in the horizontal construction joints,
where necessary, to prevent the flow of water
through the joints.
(3) Contraction joints are used to relieve
tensile stresses induced in a concrete structure by
shrinkage. These joints are commonly used where
temperature variations are small and the volume
change in concrete is confined to shrinkage.
Contraction joints differ from construction joints in
that the reinforcement is discontinuous at the joint
and means are used to prevent bond between the
joint faces. A contraction joint may also serve as a
construction joint.
In the powerplant, contraction joints were
used in the mass concrete beneath the main unit
bays, the machine shop bay, and the service bay.
They were also used in the substructure concrete of
the main units from the mass concrete up to
elevation 3124.75. The machine shop bay and the
downstream training wall were separated by a
contraction joint a t the m-line wall from the rock
foundation to the top of the training wall.
( 4 ) Control joints were used in the
superstructure walls and the cable and elevator
tower to prevent or control unsightly cracking. Two
types of control joints were used, type A control
joints and type B control joints. For the type A
control joint, the continuity of the concrete surface
is interrupted by interior and exterior grooves and a
parting strip of sheet metal is placed in the joint.
The reinforcement is continuous across the joint.
The parting strip forms a weakened plane and
induces the wall to crack a t the grooves. When the
control joint is continued past a floor, a floor
blockout is used to prevent the floor from cracking.
The floor blockout is filled after the initial
shrinkage and cracking has taken place.
The type B control joint is a vertical keyed
construction joint with grooves on the interior and
exterior face of the wall. The first placement of

concrete is painted with sealing compound to
prevent bond and relieve the stress in the wall. The
interior and exterior surface grooves are similar to
the type A control joint grooves.
(k) Second-Stage Concrete. -The vo lume of
second-stage concrete in each unit bay was 3,750 cubic
yards. The contractor chose to use prepacked concrete
around the upper and lower draft tube liners and up to
the centerline of the spiral case and penstock a t
elevation 3140.00. He used regular cast-in-place
concrete above elevation 3140.00 to the top of the
generator floor a t elevation 3168.50. The total volume
of second-stage concrete used in the powerplant was
30,000 cubic yards.
The spiral case was designed to resist the
difference between the pressure under water-hammer
conditions and the spiral case installation pressure. To
determine the required reinforcement around the spiral
case, the embedded penstock, and the outside face of
the concrete a t the galleries and passageways, an
analysis for a pipe shell with a cracked section was
used. By inspection, the points of minimum
second-stage concrete thickness were found and the
necessary reinforcement determined for these areas.
Each case was then analyzed as a hollow cylinder with
many cracks in the concrete to a depth equal to the
distance of the hoop reinforcement from the inner face
and subject to uniform pressure on the inner and outer
surfaces.
Each generator is supported on 12 stator
foundation caps. The vertical load on the six
foundation caps under the bearing bracket arms was
360,000 pounds per cap, and the vertical load on the
six alternate foundation caps was 40,000 pounds per
cap. The tangential force due to the single-phase
short-circuit torque was approximately 220,000
pounds per cap. The concrete foundation was designed
to withstand the maximum synchronizing out-of-phase
torque of 6,150,000 foot-pounds per foundation cap,
which is equivalent to 388,400 pounds of tangential
force per cap. The bearing and shearing stresses on the
concrete under the foundation caps were checked and
found to be within the allowable limits. Stresses in the
anchor bolts and soleplates were also checked and
found to be within the allowable limits.
(1) Surfacing.-The
following types of floor
surfacing or finishes were used in the powerplant, dam
adits, and dam elevator towers:
( 1 ) A 6-inch concrete surfacing with
reinforcement was used on the elevator machinery
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floor a t elevation 3279.12 in the cable and elevator
tower of the powerplant.
( 2 ) A 4-inch concrete surfacing with
reinforcement was used in the dam elevator towersl
on the left abutment walkway between the dam and
powerplantl on parts of the right abutment
walkwayl in the machine shop and service bay on
the floors at elevations 3124.75# 3168.50 and
3188.501and in the downstream gallery a t elevation
3153.50 in unit bays I through 8.
(3) A 112-inch terrazzo finish on a 3-112-inch
concrete base or underbed with reinforcement was
used on the powerplant visitors walkway a t
elevation 3188.50 in unit bays 1 through
on the
generator floor and electrical gallery at elevation
3168.50 in unit bays 1 through g1in the toilet areas
in the machine shop bayl in the dam elevator
towersl in the dam aditst and on the concrete covers
over the pipe chases in the dam adits.
(4) A 112-inch terrazzo finish on a 1-112-inch
concrete underbed with an epoxy bonding agent
was used in the toilet areas of the cable and elevator
tower and on stairs S-2 through S-9 ir the
powerplant.
(5) A 2-inch-thick bonded concrete finish was
used on the floors of rooms in the cable and
elevator tower and on certain stair treadsl risersl and
landings in the powerplant.
(6) A 1-inch-thick bonded concrete finish was
used on the deck of the right abutment walkway.
The 6- and 4-inch concrete surfacingl the 3-112and 1-112-inch concrete underbedl and the bonded
concrete floor finishes were placed as a part of the
completion contract. The one-half-inchterrazzo finish
was placed as a separate contract after all of the
equipment was installed.
75. ARCHITECTURE. The architecture of the
dam is of basic functional formf depending upon i t s
tremendous mass for i t s emotional impact upon the
observer. I t s detail is bold and simple in keeping with
the gargantuan proportions of both the natural and
manmade features a t the site.
The powerplant exteriorl continuing this philosophy
of sheer functionalisml is composed of exposed steel
frame and concrete (placed in forms) filler panels (fig.
183). The building is windowless and designed in
critical areas to withstand radiation resulting from
radioactive fallout.

The interior of the powerplant is largely unadorned.
Such finishes as are provided are confined largely to
the following:
(1) Terrazzo floors in generator room areaf
toilets and visitors' adits.
(2) Tile walls in toilets.
( 3 ) Metal movable partitionsl acoustical
ceilings, and vinyl floor covering in control room
and off ices.
(4) Paint in a selection of colors for the
principal areas only.

C. BUILDING FACILIT ES
76. SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT. The sewage
treatment plant was designed for a maximum daily
flow of 151300 gallons. Sewage from the powerplantl
dam8and visitor center building flows by gravity either
to the treatment plant or to the collection tanks in the
powerplant. From the collection tanksl the sewage is
pumped to the treatment plant. Gravity flow through
the treatment plant terminates a t the tailrace. (See fig.
184.)
Sewage is treated by the activated sludge processl
extended-aeration-type plant. Design of the treatment
plant was based on the following criteria:
(1) Design population:
V i s i t 0 r s - - 4 ~ ~per
0 maximum day
Operating personnel--I90 per maximum
day
(2) Sewage flow:
4#000 visitors at 3 gallons each = 121000
gallons per day
190 operators at 17 gallons each = 31230
gallons per day
Total--1 s1230 gallons per maximum day
(compared with 1Of5O0 gallons per day
average during 1958 for Junel Julyl and
August a t Hoover Powerplant)
Maximum 4-hour rate of flow based on
most probable use of available facilities
= 32 gallons per minute (same as actual
sewage flow at Hoover Powerplant)
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(3) Sewage biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD):
4,000 visitors at 0.01 pound each = 40
pounds BOD
190 operating personnel at 0.06 pound
each = II.4 pounds BOD
Total = 51.4 pounds BOD per maximum
day
(4) Aeration tank:
Detention time = 24 hours for maximum
day
Air supply = 2,400 cubic feet of air per
pound of BOD removed
(5) Sedimentation tank:
Detention time = 1.5 hours for maximum
4-hour rate of flow
(6) Chlorination:
Detention time = 15 minutes for maximum
4-hour rate of flow
Residual chlorine = 1.0 part per million1
The US. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare fully approved the sewage treatment
plant.
77. SANITARY SEWER. Sewerlines from the
powerplant and elevator towers in the dam deliver
sewage to three collecting tanks. One tank serves the
elevator tower in block 17 of the dam, the control
room, and office areas. Another tank serves the central
portion of the powerplant. A third tank serves the
elevator tower in block 8 of the dam, the service bay,
and the machine shop. The sewage is pumped from
these tanks to the sewage disposal plant for treatment.
Floor drains throughout the building are not connected
to the sewage lines but have their own system
discharging into the building sump.
78. HEATING. Heating of the powerplant is
provided for the protection of equipment and
personnel and for the comfort of the personnel. The
heating load for the powerplant was based on an
outside design temperature of 0' F. and an inside
design temperature of 45' F. in all spaces except those
listed below. Special higher inside design temperatures
were used in a few areas as follows: office and control
room 72' F.; machine shop bay and toilets 65' F. A

lower inside design temperature of 37' F. was used in
the elevators and cable shafts.
The major heating capacity is furnished by
water-to-water heat pumps which supply hot water to
heat-exchanger coils installed in heating and ventilating
units and air-conditioning units located throughout the
powerplant. When the outdoor air temperature is
below 65' F., the water-to-water heat pumps are
energized. Additional heat is supplied where needed by
electric natural convection and duct heaters.
79. VENT1LATION. Ventilation is provided for
the comfort and protection of personnel, the
distribution and removal of heat, the relief of
dampness, and the disposal of contaminated air.
Approximately four air changes per hour of fresh air
are furnished to the powerplant as a whole.
Exhaust fans are located in the building for removal
of contaminated air from toilets, welding room,
battery room, oil purifier room, and oil storage room.
Excess ventilating air is relieved from the building
through automatic louvers set to open under a static
gage pressure of 0.125 inch of water.
80. COOLING. Cooling of the offices and control
room is provided for protection of equipment and
comfort of personnel. Cooling of the electrical gallery
is provided for the protection of equipment. The
cooling loads for the offices and control room were
calculated using an outside condition of 95' F. dry
bulb and 65' F. wet bulb, and an inside condition of
75' F. dry bulb and 59' F. wet bulb. The cooling load
for the electrical gallery was calculated using an
estimated powerload from equipment installed in the
gallery,
The cooling is furnished by a water-to-water chiller
which supplies cold water to heat exchanger coils in
the air-conditioning unit. When the outdoor air
temperature is above 65' F. the water-to-water chiller
is energized.

D. MAJOR HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
81. TURBINE. On the basis of economic studies,
the plant nameplate capacity was set at 900,000
kilowatts, utilizing eight 112,500-kilowatt generating
units. The turbines were sized to match this rating at
450 feet net head, making the nameplate rating
available for firm power to the power system about 90
percent of the time. The design (best efficiency) head
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for the turbines was set at 510 feet, which is near the
weighted-average operating head.
The turbine speed and setting were established
jointly since they are mutually related. Some of the
variables considered, evaluated, and judged were
operating heads, tailwater elevations, cavitation factor
(sigma), size of unit as affected by speed, building size,
excavation required, and foundation conditions. From
the studies it was determined that a unit speed of 150
revolutions per minute and a distributor centerline
setting at elevation 3140.00 were optimum for the
Glen Canyon installation.
The turbines were designed by the manufacturer,
but the design was controlled by detailed Bureau
specifications. Principal specified operating
requirements or conditions are as follows:
Rated output--155,500
horsepower at 450 feet
effective head
Best efficiency--90 percent or higher at 510 feet
effective head
Range of effective head--341 feet to 560 feet
Specified minimum tailwater--elevation 3137.00
initial and elevation 3134.00 after degradation
Casing design pressure--300 pounds per square
inch
A summation of turbine statistics, controlling
dimensions, and predicted operating characteristics, is
shown on the hydraulic turbine data sheet, figure 185.
Figure 186 shows a sectional elevation of the turbine.
Design and construction details are given in
invitation No. DS-5234, and shown on the drawings of
the manufacturer, the Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Corp.
Materials for the parts were specified, and unit stresses
and fabrication methods for main parts were controlled
by reference to the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code. Principal construction features include the
following items:
Spiral case-Plate steel with field welded radial
joints
Draft tube liner-Plate steel elbow type with two
intermediate piers
Runner-Cast steel with stainless steel coatings on
surfaces most susceptible to cavitation
Head cover-Cast steel in half sections with bolted
joint
Guide bearing-Babbit-lined,
pressure-feed
lubricated with external heat exchanger
Wearing rings-Stainless steel, removable and
renewable, with replaceable inserts in stationary
rings

Shaft-Forged steel with integrally forged flanged
couplings
Shaft sleeve-Stainless, removable, and renewable
Wicket gates-Cast steel with stainless steel coatings
over critical areas
Facing plates-Stainless steel, removable, and
renewable
Stay ring-Cast steel with integrally cast stay vanes
Grease system-Automatic unit centralized
The turbine design was carefully checked for
correctness, completeness, and compliance with the
specifications. Stress checks were made on the major
parts and on doubtful stress-carrying items to insure
conformity with the specified stress limitations. Some
of the items found to be overstressed and requiring
revision were stay ring bolts, draft tube pier nose, draft
tube stiffening ribs and tie rods, operating ring
retaining clips, spiral case jacks, spiral case mandoor,
and gate lever key.
There were five orders for changes issued on the
turbine contract. One of these was for changing the
painting requirements; one was for revising the
walkways, platforms, stairways, and handrailing in unit
1 to include visitor accommodations; one was for an
additional stay ring erection spider to accelerate
installation; and the other two pertained to furnishing
centralized automatic lubricating grease systems in lieu
of the originally specified manual grease systems.
A shop assembly of the nonembedded stationary
parts and the rotating parts was made in Belgium at the
shops of a Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton subcontractor,
Cockerill-Ougree, where these parts were
manufactured. The stay rings, discharge rings, and
throat rings were manufactured in Pennsylvania by
Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton, the prime contractor for the
turbines, and shipped to Salt Lake City, Utah, for
fitting to the pit liners, spiral cases, and draft tube
liners, which were constructed by Chicago Bridge and
I r o n , another
subcontractor for
Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton (B-L-H). Final balancing of the
runners and alinement of the combined turbine and
generator shafts were done by B-L-H at their shops in
Eddystone, Pa. Because of the shop and field welded
construction of the spiral case, pressure tests of the
spiral case and stay ring assemblies were made in the
field.
Installation of the turbines was performed under the
supervision of the turbine contractor's erecting
engineer. The major portion of the turbine installation
was done by the completion contractor, Ets-Hokin
Corp. However, the turbine contractor's subcontractor,
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G L E N C A N Y O N P O W E R PLANT......C.QLoRADO.RiV_ER_STORAGE.-- PROJECT.
SPECIFICATIONS ~O.__OS:.52.39__.____.
UNITS .-No;J_?Q-8________ DATE_!C'!.?!~~~?_
TURBINE NAMEPLATE RAT1NG'H.P. _ J ! ? 5 > 5 0 0 HEAD-._%5-0__FT;_,_ SPEED..J?.q___
R.P M.

Cost p e r u n i t f.0.b. f a c t o r y _ _ ! _ 7 _ 9 9 . 0 ~ 0 _.___.__
Weight ..__
JAX?,000
Ibs.
_ _ _ __
_ _ __
_ _ Weight
_ _p e r h.p._.__6_i6____1bs.
Cost per h.p.___._._Â¡4.0~_ . _ __ _
Weight heaviest port.9Ji.5QQl bs.
Type of s c r o l l case Welded_~l~+e_steeLs~i.r,aL__.
Type o f d r a f t tube .Â£Jbo~r-I~o_~i_e~_,_wiihelat.e_.s+eeJ_lLie
Weight of runner__?l,?!?__ Ibs. Weight o f r o t o t i n g p a r t s ,,..
185..000 ......-I.
bs.
Weight of t u r b i n e p a r t s including hydraulic t h r u s t t o be c a r r i e d by generator
t h r u s t bearing -650,000- Ibs. New; _950AK_Q_Ibs.W o r n rings.
G o v e r n o r c a p a c i t y i n f o o t - I b s . _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 4 L L 7 - O Q _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ P i p esize__6_._ inches.
~.-~-CCE
Time element--3---seconds.
Gov. m f r ~ c ! ~ Q P - ~ . ~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :--..----_-_-__
Cost per unit f.0.b. f a c t o r y . _ _ _ ! _ 4 7 ~ 0 6 ~ 5 . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ e i g h t _ _ _ _ 3 l ~ S O ~ OIbs.
-__
Generotor mf r . _ _ _ ~ ~ ! J > ~ ~ ~ _ _ ~ I ~ s J ' J ~ ~ _ ~ C .
G e n e r a t o r W R ' .___7_2.LQ_0~~_Q0__.._._
lbs. a t one f o o t radius.
Turbine WR' -----_.3+3-5Q,OO.Q____--.
I b s . a t one f o o t radius.
x W R ' + Design ~ . ~ . ) ~ - _ _ - _ 8 + 5 6 0 o G C _
R e g u l a t i n g c o n s t a n t of u n i t (R.M~
n, o f runner.._2+6__
ot__5.Lq__ft. design heod when deliveringJ.57+5_00___ h p. (Best eff.gate).
N, o f runner__27<6_--at.-5LQ._ ft. design head when delivering_L96_,2OP_._h.p. (Full gate).
H.P. at.5J_Q_ft.(Design heod)._.._L?8_,_200___ ; at.!g.O-.percent
of design head; _3?_S.?-c.f.s.
H.P. ot.5.63ft.(Max.
head) ...._
_229.&20_--; at.U.024_ percent of design head; _423P_c.f s
H.P. at.34.5Jt.(Min.
head)
9.8i50-0___;
a t 3 7 . 6 - percent of design head; -?GAS- c.f.s.
p e r c e n t of design heod; A%?!?-c.f.s.
H.P. at_%!!C!,ft.
(Mfrs. Roted H d . ) L L 5 L 5 _ O 0 _ _ _;at.8.6.3,
H.P a t best efficiency equals_____79_5._____
percent of h p. a t full gate.
Runaway speed at._5-6.Q_-ft. hd._.27-I__ r.p m. e q u a l s - L 8 4 L - p e r c e n t of normal speed.
DIMENSIONS OF TURBINE :
Unit spocing___65___ft.
Dio. of shaftioinches.
Max. die, of r u n n e r 1 6 . 5 6 f t .
Dia. of cover plote.20!?6_ff.
Dia. o f g a t e c i r c l e . ! 8 2 _ f t .
Number of wicket qotes--.24_--,
Height of distributor c0se_2~375_f t .
Number of s t a y vanes_-?A_..,
Dia. o t scroll case i n l e t -.L4Lft.
DIG. n t t o p of d r a f t t u b e -L^fi?.~t=~,.
Ouside r o d i i of s t a y vanes_l~.JJLtoLz10f t .
__ Ft.
.
D i s t r i b u t o r t. Elev. . -3140
Distance f r o m c e n t e r line of d i s t r i b u t o r t o t o p o f d r a f t t u b e .-%!XE^--ft.
Depth of d r a f t tubeÃ‘?8S9 ft. equols.300.P. p e r c e n t o f die. Ds.
Length o f d r a f t tube_5-%8_3.ft. e q ~ a l s . 4 6 4 ~ 4 p e r c e n t o f dio. 0,.
Width of d r a f t t u b e .48.4_Cft. equals-?_K2,.2_percent
of dia. D.,
Distance f r o m c e n t e r line o f t u r b i n e t o center line of scroll case i n l e t 1 8 ! 5 f t .
Distance from c e n t e r line of d i s t r i b u t o r t o m i n i m u m t a i l w a t e r , (Ele~..31.33~64.- ft.)
(One unit o p e r a t i n g a t f u l l l o o d ) _ _ 3 _ - 3 _ _ _ f t .
Pressure r e g u l a t o r m f r . _ _ _ _ _ N . p.
~.
3_
_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ ~ y p e . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ S_i z_ e- _ _ _ inches.
Cost p e r u n i t f.0.b. f a c t o r y
___.-Weight ...._
______-lbs.
REMARKS:
Placed in o p e r a t i o n
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Chicago Bridge and Iron, assembled, leveled, and alined
the spiral case and stay ring sections, and tested the
spiral case under a hydrostatic pressure of 450 pounds
per square inch. Field erection, pressure tests, pressure
embedment at 225 pounds per square inch, water
passage calibrations, and run-in tests were successfully
completed in accordance with the usual practice for
these features.
During initial operation, the units were found to
operate extremely quiet and smooth under the low
power head available at this time.
Some of the deficiencies found during initial
operation which required correction by the turbine
contractor were inadequate securing of the throat ring
which permitted loosening and rotation, insufficient
thickness of the stainless steel coating on some areas of
the runners (detected when checking minor cavitation,
rusting, and pitting), brass shear pins that deformed
rather than breaking cleanly when excessively loaded,
set screws made of soft material that failed to properly
hold the gate adjustment, and improper fitting of the
throat ring at the runner discharge which caused
cavitation of the throat ring. Also, during the initial
operation period, the turbine contractor changed the
full gate servomotor stroke from the machine
capability of 15 inches to a limited 13-112-inch
maximum stroke.
One turbine was to be tested after installation to
determine whether the turbines met the efficiency and
capacity warranties. Piezometer connections, installed
on the turbines to permit future index tests of
performance and future installation of flowmeters,
were to be calibrated at that time.
82. GOVERNOR. The governors for turbine
regulation are the oil-pressure cabinet-actuator type
with electrically driven speed-responsive elements.
Designing of the governors was done by the
m a n u f a c t u r e r , t h e P e l t o n Division o f
Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Corp., but was controlled by
detailed specification under invitation No. DS-5562.
Details of the design and construction, including the
various control and indicating features, may be found
in the invitation and on the manufacturer's drawings.
Basic design requirements for the governors were the
foot-pound capacity and the minimum time for full
gate stroke. The required foot-pound capacity was
established at 441,700 foot-pounds by the turbine
contractor. A 5-second minimum time for full gate
stroke was set on the basis of the calculated speed rise
for full load rejection and the corresponding
water-hammer pressure created at the turbine. The

5-second minimum setting gives a calculated speed rise
of 40 percent above normal for full load rejection and
a water-hammer pressure of 682 feet at the turbine.
The governors were set for a 5-second full gate stroke
after tests determined this to be a safe operating
condition.
The governor oil pressure is supplied by two
138-g.p.m., 30-horsepower, oil pumping units to a
pressure tank where the operating oil pressure and level
is continuously maintained for instant response to unit
regulating requirements. The normal operating pressure
at the governor pressure tank is 270 to 300 pounds per
square inch. The tank has a total usable volume of 230
cubic feet which includes a reserve capacity below the
alarm level corresponding to 265 pounds per square
inch for three complete servomotor strokes with the oil
pumps inoperative. This provision is a safety feature to
provide sufficient energy for a limited operation and
closure of the wicket gates in event of loss of power or
pumping unit malfunction. Except for the servomotors
which were a part of the turbine contract, all parts of
the governor oil pressure system, including all
interconnecting piping, were furnished by the governor
contractor.
The governor control, indicating and protective
features, as established to be essential and required by
the invitation, include the following devices:
( 1) Gate l i m i t mechanism .-Operated
manually at the actuator or electrically from the
main control board.

(2) Speed changer.-Operated manually at the
actuator or electrically from the main control
board.
3 ) Speed d r o o p adjustment
mechanism.-Adjustable manually at the actuator or
electrically from the main control board for 0 to 5
percent speed droop.
(4) Normal shutdown mechanism.-Solenoid
operated for automatic starting and normal
shutdown of the unit.
( 5 ) Complete shutdown and lockout
mechanism.-Solenoid operated for normal-rate
closure of the wicket gates, operated manually at
the actuator or electrically by remote control.
(6) Hydraulic-type hand-control device.-For
manual control of the wicket gates at the actuator.
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(7) Generator brake valve for controlling the
operation o f the generator air brakes.-Normally
solenoid operated but with provisions for
emergency hand operation.

normal and one switch with contacts to operate
between 40 and 50 percent of normal speed, for use
in control and indicating circuits.
( 18) Oil-pressure alarm

(8) Gate position and gate limit indicators
dual type.--One mounted on the actuator and one
for the main control board.
(9)

Speed changer a d j u s t m e n t
indicator.-Mechanical indicator mounted on the
actuator and a similar electrical indicator for the
main control board.
( 10 )

Speed droop adjustment
indicator.-Mechanical indicator mounted on the
actuator.
(11 ) Tachometers electrically operated, for
turbine speed indication.-One mounted on the
actuator and one on the main control board.
( 12) Air-pressure gage.-D uplex gage
mounted on the actuator for indicating status of
generator brake air supply.

(13) Oil-pressure gage.-Mounted
on the
actuator to indicate the pressure in the governor oil
pressure system.
( 1 4 ) D e a d s t o p a n d break-away
indication.-Flashing red lights to indicate when the
turbine starts and when it comes to a complete stop.
(15) Main overspeed switch.-Mounted on
and forming a part of the governor drive generator
with adjustable contacts that can be set to operate
at any speed from 125 to 200 percent of normal for
use in control and protective circuits.
(16) Auxiliary overspeed switch.-Similar to
main overspeed switch but to operate at speeds
from 110 to 120 percent of normal.
(17) Low speed switches.-Mounted on and
forming a part of the governor drive generator, one
switch with adjustable contacts that can be set to
operate at any speed from 15 to 35 percent of

switch .-Set
to
operate when the governor oil pressure drops to 265
pounds per square inch.
( 19) Oil-level alarm switch.-Set to operate
when pressure tank oil level drops to a level
corresponding to 265 pounds per square inch
pressure.

(20) Oil-pressure shutdown switch .-Operates
when oil pressure drops to pressure corresponding
to shutdown oil level.
(21) Oil shutdown switch.-Operates when oil
in pressure tank drops to a level leaving only one
servomotor volume before float valve closure.
(22) Air-pressure failure switch .-Operates
when pressure in generator brake air supply drops to
a predetermined level.
(23) Gate position switches.-Operate at
various gate positions for use in the generator brake
valve, auxiliary dashpot bypass, and turbine air
admission circuits.
( 2 4 ) Indicating lamps for turbine air
admission system.--Mounted on the governor
instrument panel for indication of "power supply
on" and the setting of the unit master control for
the turbine air admission system.
( 2 5 ) A u x i l i a r y dashpot bypass.-For
providing additional bypass area in the dashpot of
the compensating mechanism for increased
flexibility of operation.
The governors and the associated auxiliary
equipment were assembled and tested in the
manufacturer's shop. Field installation and operational
tests were performed by the completion contractor,
Ets-Hokin Corp., under the supervision of the governor
contractor's erecting engineer.
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E. TURBINE AND GOVERNOR
UNIT AUXILIARIES
83. A U X I L I A R Y A N D SERVICE
SYSTEMS. (a) General.-Schematic diagrams of the
auxiliary and service systems were prepared to aid in
the layout of the piping and auxiliary equipment and
for a convenient method of studying system functions
and assuring correctness and completeness of design.
These diagrams are listed below:

System

Figure No.

Gravity drainage
Pressure drainage and unwatering
Transformer oil
Lubricating and governor oil
Fire protection water
Service water
Compressed air
Carbon dioxide fire extinguishing
Unit cooling water

For the installation of these systems see sections
230 through 234. In general, the systems were designed
to meet requirements for safe and convenient
operation o f t h e powerplant. Performance
requirements, such as rates of flow, capacities, and
operating times, were based mainly on the general
established Bureau guide and on stated requirements of
the major equipment manufacturers.
Principal types of piping were cast iron soil
piping for gravity drains, cast iron bell and spigot
piping for embedded pressure drains, screwed wrought
iron galvanized piping for exposed lines under
2-112-inch diameter, welded wrought iron galvanized
piping for exposed lines 2-112-inch through 8-inch
diameter, and welded black steel extra strong piping
for exposed lines 10 inches and larger.
The associated auxiliary equipment and
instruments such as pumps, compressors, strainers,
regulating and relief valves, gages, pressure and float
switches, oil purifiers and drying oven, carbon dioxide
equipment, and sewage ejection units, which form a
part of the auxiliary and service systems and were not
to be supplied by the major equipment manufacturers,
were specified and purchased by separate invitations.
(See Appendix A.)
(b) Gravity Drainage Systems. -Gravity drains
were designed to convey water from the various

sources of leakage or discharge t o the plant drainage
sump for collection and evacuation to the tailrace.
Water collected in the sump is automatically pumped
to the tailrace by two 1,000-g.p.m. deep-well turbine
pumps under float control. Principal water sources
considered in the design of the system were leakage
from submerged powerplant walls, foundation drains,
and mandoors; cooling water discharge from turbine
packing boxes and air compressors; blowoff from fire
lines, compressed air lines, strainers, and relief valves;
oil room sink drain; discharge from sprinkler systems;
and backwash drain f b m possible future domestic
water filters. Special features include gravel-filled
chilling basins for oil room drains t o extinguish
possible burning oil, and open discharge from the
generator pit drains for visual detection of leakage.
Four 24-inch-diameter emergency drainage openings
with shutoff and flap valves are provided in the
downstream wall of the powerplant to limit flooding to
the lower levels in event of a serious plant flooding
condition.
The drainage sump is provided with a manually
controlled, water-operated eductor for complete
evacuation of the sump to facilitate sump cleaning and
equipment maintenance. The drainage and unwatering
sumps share a common vent to the outside for
maintaining atmospheric pressure in the sumps.
(c) Unwatering System. -The
purpose of the
unwatering system is to drain the draft tube and
residual water in the spiral case and horizontal portion
of the penstock for inspection or repair of the turbine.
The penstock and spiral case will be drained down to
tailwater level through the turbine before the
unwatering system is used. Pipelines from the spiral
case and draft tube conduct the water to the
unwatering sump, where it is pumped to the tailrace by
two 5,000-g.p.m. deep-well turbine pumps. The design
objective is to accomplish the unwatering promptly
and with minimum hazard of flooding through
misoperation. Principal factors affecting design are
tailwater level to be used, volume of the draft tube,
volume of the spiral case and penstock below the
tailwater level, sump elevations and volume, pump
capacity, pipeline size, time t o unwater, gate leakage,
and conditions existing i f the spiral case drain valve is
opened by mistake with the penstock under full
pressure. The spiral case drain valve should never be
opened with the penstock under pressure.
The adopted design provides for unwatering of a
unit from tailwater level with the bulkhead gates
properly seated and normal leakage occurring. The
spiral case drain header is normally closed to the sump
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and is opened only for final unwatermg of the spiral
case and penstock. The drain header is provided with a
bypass to the tailrace. This bypass is for the purpose of
reducing high-velocity ','iow into the sump, in the event
J C the drain valve at the
that a spiral case drain W ~ ~ and
sump are both opened DV r-iistake when the penstock is
under pressure. A check valve in the bypass line
prevents backflow from the tailrace to the sump. The
unwatering sump pumps are normally controlled
automatically by float switches, but may be controlled
manually when desired. There are two independent
provisions for high sump water level alarm.
Both the penstock and draft tube are provided
with vents which will admit atmospheric air when a
unit is being unwatered.
(d) Transformer Oil Handling System.-The
transformer oil handling system is designed to provide
for receiving, storing, and purifying the oil and for
transferring it to and from the transformers. The
system provides for receiving oil, either from the
transformers or from a new supply, at an unloading pit
near the service bay entrance, and conveying it by
gravity to an unfiltered oil storage tank. From the
unfiltered storage tank the oil is processed through a
purifier to the transformers or to a filtered oil tank
where it can be maintained in readiness for use in the
transformers. The purifier can process transformer oil
at a rate of 1,200 gallons per hour and can be used
either for purifying oil in storage or the oil in the
transformers with the transformers in position. Oil in
the filtered oil storage tank can be transferred to the
transformers by a 50-g.p.m. oil transfer pump or by use
of the purifier. To be drained or filled, a transformer
must be moved into position near the oil unloading pit.
An oil makeup line with connections near each
transformer is provided to supply small quantities of
makeup oil when needed by the transformers.

(el Lubricating and Governor Oil Handling
System.-The lubricating and governor oil handling
system was designed to provide for handling, storing,
and purifying the lubricating and governor oil in a
manner similar to that described above for the
transformer oil. The system capacity is based on the
requirements for one generating unit. The combined
volume of oil required for-a generator, turbine, and
governor is approximately 3,550 gallons. The oil
storage tanks have a capacity of 4,000 gallons each.
The transfer pump was sized for 30 gallons per minute.
The purifier, which is used for both the transformer oil
and the lubrication and governor oil, can process
lubrication and governor oil at a rate of 600 gallons per
hour. Clean oil is pumped from the filtered oil storage
tank to the units, and dirty oil is conveyed by gravity
from the units to the unfiltered oil storage tank.
The normal design criteria for sizing the pump
and pipelines is to fill the largest sump or reservoir in 1
hour with oil at a minimum design temperature of 40'
F. Because the generator thrust bearing oil reservoir
was slightly larger than anticipated, the filling time for
it will be approximately 1 hour and 1 0 minutes.
Overflow lines connected to the drainpiping are
provided to reduce the danger of accidental overfilling
of the oil reservoirs.
(f) Service and Domestic Water System.-The
design of the service and domestic water system
provides for supply, treatment, and distribution of
service and domestic water for the powerplant, dam,
and visitor center, and for supply only to the city of
Page, Ariz. The design was based on established design
standards for domestic water for housing and
community facilities, and the powerplant service water
requirements. Required water quantities and facilities
vere determined and the related pipelines, pumps, and
storage tanks were sized to meet the present
requirements and with reserve capacities to care for
projected future demands.

The normal design criteria for sizing oil pump
and pipelines is to fill or drain a transformer in 3 hours
or less, at a minimum design oil temperature of 40' F.
The system design was based on estimates prior to the
purchase of the transformers. Because the transformers
were somewhat smaller than anticipated, the system
has a capacity capable of draining or filling a
transformer in approximately 2-112 hours.

The raw water supply is taken from the forebay
and conveyed by gravity through a 12-inch pipeline to
a pumping station in the powerplant. A 12-inch
standby supply is provided from units 7 and 8
penstocks. The raw water supply passes through a
strainer which removes any debris from the water.

Each transformer oil storage tank has a capacity
of 10,000 gallons, which i s adequate for storing one
transformer volume of used oil and one transformer
volume of clean oil. The maximum oil capacity of a
transformer is approximately 7,650 gallons. Waste oil
from the storage tanks can be disposed of by use of the
purifier pump.

The service and domestic water pumping station
consists of four 920-g.p.m., centrifugal, multistage-type
booster pumps, with a combined capacity of 3,000
gallons per minute, for supplying water to the city of
Page, and two 100-g.p.m., turbine, can-type booster
pumps for supplying the powerplant, dam, and visitor
center.
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The water supply for the city of Page is pumped
through a 12-inch pipeline to the Page filtration plant
where it is processed and distributed by the city.
The service and domestic water for the
powerplant, dam, and visitor center is chlorinated at
the powerplant by a gas chlorinator which
automatically injects the chlorine solution into the
suction side of the two 100-g.p.m. booster pumps. The
water is pumped to a 30,000-gallon storage tank
located near the visitor center building. The booster
pumps'and chlorinator are automatically controlled by
float switches in this tank.
The elevation of the 30,000-gallon storage tank
provides sufficient water pressure for the facilities at
the visitor center and dam. Water is conveyed from the
storage tank by gravity to these areas and distributed
to the various facilities.
Two 750-gallon storage tanks are provided in the
dam for supplying service and domestic water to the
powerplant distribution system. These tanks are
located at an elevation suitable for supplying water by
gravity at the proper pressure to the powerplant
facilities. The water level in these tanks is controlled by
a float-operated valve and the tanks can receive water
either by gravity from the 30,000-gallon storage tank
or directly from the 100-g.p.m. booster pumps in event
the pumps are in operation when the tanks need filling.
A standby water supply line to the storage tanks in the
dam permitted filling these tanks by gravity from the
forebay with unchlorinated water during initial
powerplant operation prior to completion of the
30,000-gallon storage tank near the visitor center. This
standby supply can also be used in the event of future
emergencies. To permit servicing of the tanks in the
dam, provisions were made for bypassing them by
means of a pressure reducing valve connected between
the high-pressure gravity supply from the storage tank
near the visitor center and the powerplant distribution
system.
System demands and facilities that can be
isolated for service use only are small relative to the
overall powerplant service and domestic water system
requirements. For this reason, an economical design
required servicing the powerplant auxiliary equipment
from the treated water supply, thus permitting
combining the service and domestic supplies into one
system.
(g) Unit Cooling Water System.-The design of
the generating equipment required the use of water as a

cooling medium for the transformers, generators,
turbine and generator bearings, turbine packing box,
and turbine wearing rings. Cooling is accomplished by
means of oil-to-water heat exchangers for the
transformers and the turbine and generator bearings.
Primary cooling of the generators is accomplished by
air-to-water heat exchangers. Cooling of the turbine
packing box and wearing rings is by direct application
of water, which also acts as a lubricant for these items.
Cooling water for the wearing rings is required only
when a unit is operating as a synchronous condenser
with the water depressed below the runner. The heat
exchangers were furnished by the equipment
manufacturers as an integral part of the respective
equipment.
The basic design requirement for the unit cooling
water system is to furnish cooling water to the
equipment in quantities as recommended by the
equipment manufacturers, and within the pressure
limits as established by the equipment specifications.
The cooling water requirements, as estimated by the
equipment manufacturers, are listed below:

Equipment
Generator air coolers
Transformers (three single-phase
transformers per two generators)
Units 1 through 6 (two coolers per
transformer)
Units 7 and 8 (two coolers per
transformer)
Generator thrust bearing
Generator upper guide bearing
Generator lower guide bearing
Turbine guide bearing
Turbine packing box
Turbine wearing rings

"Flow, gallons
per minute
2,200 per unit

100 per cooler
120 per cooler
130 per unit
6 per unit
6 per unit
10 per unit
5 per unit
40 per unit

The unit cooling water system can be divided
into four subsystems, each designed to meet the supply
and regulation requirements for a particular demand.
One subsystem is provided for the generator air
coolers, one for the transformers, one for the turbine
and generator bearings, and one for the turbine wearing
rings.
The cooling water system for the generator air
coolers is designed to provide constant waterflow
through the coolers, with temperature regulation being
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accomplished by varying the amounts of cooling water
that is recirculated. The cooling water supply is taken
from the draft tube of each unit, passed through a
strainer for debris removal, and pumped through the
coolers. The water discharging from the coolers passes
through an air-operated three-way diverting valve
which routes the water in varying proportions to the
pump suction for recirculation, or to the tailrace. The
system will recirculate all, part, or none of the cooling
water, depending on the signal conveyed t o the
diverting valve from the heat-sensing elements in the
generator, t o maintain substantially constant
temperature in the generator. In event the control
signal or operating air to the diverting valve is lost, the
valve will go to the "full discharge to tailrace" position
and provide maximum cooling and thus "fail safe"
operation. A standby line connects the pump discharge
of all eight units. In the event of pump failure at one
unit, the remaining seven units can provide emergency
cooling water, or a pump from another unit not in
service can be utilized while the defective pump is
being repaired. Pressure switches are installed in the
system to prevent unit operation in the event of failure
of the generator air cooler water supply system.
The cooling water for the transformers, bearings,
packing box, and turbine wearing rings is taken from a
common high-pressure connection at the spiral case of
each unit. This water passes through a strainer for
debris removal before being used in the cooling
systems.
The design of the transformer cooling water
system departs slightly from the unit concept, in that
the cooling water is taken jointly from the two units
which are served by a bank of three single-phase
transformers. The supply provisions at each unit are
similar in design, are connected in parallel, and each
has a capacity adequate for supplying total transformer
cooling in the event the other unit i s shutdown with no
cooling water available from its respective spiral case.
The high-pressure cooling water supply at each unit is
reduced to a low pressure suitable for the transformers
by means of a pressure-reducing valve connected in
series with two orifice plates. An identical standby
pressure-reducing system is provided at each unit to
permit servicing the pressure-reducing valves. The
combined cooling water supply is piped to an elevation
just below the transformer deck for distribution to the
transformer heat exchangers. Each of the three
transformers in one bank is equipped with two heat
exchangers. One heat exchanger on each transformer i s
used for primary cooling and operates continually
when a transformer is in service. The other heat
exchanger operates intermittently in response to

additional cooling requirements as directed by a
heat-sensing element within the transformer. Final
distribution of water to the heat exchangers is
accomplished by means of two headers. Each header
supplies one heat exchanger on each of the three
transformers. One header is used to supply water for
primary cooling and the other is used for intermittent
cooling. Solenoid valves installed in these supply
headers control the flow of water to the heat
exchangers. Discharge water from the heat exchangers
is conveyed by gravity to the tailrace. The heat
exchangers are provided with vents t o prevent
accumulation of air, to prevent build up of pressure,
and to serve as vacuum breakers for the water
discharge. Other safety features include a pressure
relief valve, flow switches, over-pressure switches, and
low-pressureswitches.
Initial operation showed a need for the following
principal modifications to the transformer cooling
system:

( 1 ) Replacement o f oil-to-water and
water-to-water differential pressure switches for the
transformer coolers, with flow and water pressure
switches.
( 2 ) Increase in vent size to prevent
intermittent negative pressure and surging at the
cooling water discharge connection.
(3) Addition of bleed lines to offset leakage
through the pressure regulators, with resultant
"popping" of relief valves and water hammer in the
piping, when a transformer bank is shutdown.
Proper adjustment of valves and control lines
required considerable study and operational trial runs.
The high-pressure cooling water supply for the
turbine and generator bearings, and the turbine packing
box, is reduced to the desired pressure in a manner
similar to that described above for the transformers.
The water is piped to the bearings and packing box
where final control is made by hand adjustment of
valves. The discharge water from the bearing heat
exchangers is piped to the tailrace. Discharge from the
packing box is conveyed by gravity to the powerplant
drainage sump where it is collected and pumped to the
tailrace. The unit bearing and packing box cooling
water system utilizes a motor-operated valve for
"On-Off" control.
The high-pressure water supply from the spiral
case is piped directly to the turbine wearing rings to
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provide cooling and lubrication when a unit is
operating as a synchronous condenser. Control valves
in the wearing ring cooling water supply are operated
manually.
(h) Air Compressor Cooling Water System.-The
air compressor cooling water system is shown
schematically as a part of the piping diagram for the
service and domestic water system (see fig. 192). This
system was designed to automatically supply
low-pressure cooling water in quantities as
recommended by the air compressor manufacturers. A
pressure-reducingvalve reduces the plant service water
from approximately 86 pounds per square inch to the
required 20 pounds per square inch supply for the air
compressors and aftercoolers. A bypass line, with a
manually operated valve, i s provided for emergency
operation when the pressure-reducing valve i s out of
service. A pressure relief valve and a low-pressure
switch installed in the low-pressure supply assures
proper system pressure. Cooling water is automatically
admitted to the compressors and aftercoolers by
solenoid valves which open when any compressor is
operated. The cooling water discharge drains by gravity
to the powerplant drainage sump. Open sight flow
tunnels are provided in the cooling water discharge
lines for flow detection and to aid in flow adjustment.
Final adjustment of cooling water flow is made
manually by means of needle valves for each separate
application.
( i) Fire Protection Water System.-The design of
the fire protection water system supplies water to, and
provides for, the following fire protection facilities:

( 1 ) Thirty-two firehose cabinets located
strategically throughout the powerplant. These
cabinets are equipped with 1-112-inch firehose
valves, adjustable pressure restricting valves, 75 feet
of firehose, and spray nozzles adjustable from solid
stream to fog. This equipment is suitable for
one-man use.

(2) Three 2-112-inch firehose valves, two
located just inside the main doors at each end of the
transformer deck, and one just inside the main door
to the machine shop. Two-wheeled firehose carts
with 250 feet of hose and fixed fog nozzles are
provided for use with the 2-112-inchfirehose valves.
The primary purpose of this equipment is for use on
or near the transformer deck, but i t may be used in
other areas within hose range. This equipment is
designed for two-man operation.
(3) Automatic sprinkler systems for the oil
storage and oil purifier rooms. These systems utilize

fusible-link sprinkler heads for automatic operation
in event of fire in the oil rooms. Flow switches in
the supply lines provide for alarm in event of fire at
either location. In addition to alarm, the flow
switch for the purifier room also starts a 5-minute
timer. If not interrupted, the timer will initiate
water shutoff and carbon dioxide discharge for the
purifier room. Flow of water to the oil storage room
will continue until shut off manually.
(4) Transformer water spray system. Each of
the four banks of three transformers is provided
with a fire protection water spray system. This
system utilizes fixed spray nozzles for complete
water spray coverage of the transformers. The
"On-Off" control is by means of motor-operated
valves, operated by pushbuttons at control stations
just inside the doors at each end of the transformer
deck.
The water supply for the fire protection system
is taken from the high-pressure connection at each
spiral case. A header interconnects the supply from
each sprial case to assure an adequate supply of fire
protection water at all times. However, due to the low
pressure ratings available for the fusible-link sprinkler
heads in the oil rooms, these systems are supplied from
the service and domestic water system. A connection
through a manually operated valve to the fire
protection water system was provided for the oil
storage room to insure against running out of water
from the 1,500-gallon storage tank prior to installation
of the 30,000-gallon storage tank. This connection
should not need to be used after installation of the
larger tank.
Blowofts are provided on all dead-end firelines
and on the main headers in the powerplant for periodic
purging of the fire protection waterlines. The blowoffs
in the oil rooms are also used for testing the sprinkler
systems alarms and controls. During blowdown of the
firelines in the oil purifier room, the electric controls
for the purifier room carbon dioxide system must be
turned off to prevent carbon dioxide discharge.
( j ) Carbon D i o x i d e F i r e Extinguishing
Systems. -The
carbon dioxide fire extinguishing
systems are designed to provide automatic fire
protection for the generators and oil purifier room.
The design of the systems was based on guides
established by the National Board of Fire Underwriters
and Bureau guides. In accordance with these standards,
the following quantities of high-pressure carbon
dioxide were provided:
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Generator initial discharge-Twenty-four 75-pound
cylinders
Generator delayed discharge-Five
75-pound
cylinders
Oil purifier room-Eleven 75-pound cylinders
There are four separate systems for the
generators. Each system protects two generators.
Automatic valves route the carbon dioxide to the
proper generator in event of fire. One system protects
the oil purifier room.
The systems include cylinder banks, routing
valves, pioing to hazards, discharge nozzles, sensing
devices, test circuits, switches and trips for alarms, fire
doors, and dampers, and all other equipment necessary
to hake a complete installation.
Carbon dioxide discharge to the hazards can be
initiated by the following methods:
Generator initial discharge:
(1) Automatically by thermoswitches or
differential relays of the affected generator.

(k) Portable Carbon Dioxide Fire Extinguishing
Equipment.-Portable carbon dioxide fire extinguishers
are located throughout the powerplant for first aid use
on any type of fire. Extinguishers of the 5- and
15-pound sizes are paired, and are wall mounted at
suitable locations. Wheeled nortable 100-pound units
are available for larger fires, and are located near areas
of greater hazard.
The f o l l o w i n g
equipment is provided:

(3) Manually by a remote control switch on
the unit auxiliary control panel.
(4) Manually by handwheel operation at the
cylinder bank.
Generator delayed discharge:
Manually by handwheel operation at the
cylinder bank (discharge time intervals to be
determined by field tests--20 minutes will be used
prior to tests).
Oil purifier rooms:
(1) Automatically by an electrical timer after
5-minute water sprinkler operation.
(2) Manually by remote control
located outside the door.

switch

(3) Manually by handwheel operation at the
cylinder bank.

A bank of 29 spare carbon dioxide cylinders
provides for immediate replacement of discharged
cylinders.

carbon

dioxide

Two 100-pound wheeled-portable carbon dioxide
carts with two 50-pound cylinders and
40-inch-long hose and discharge horn
Fifty-three 15-pound carbon dioxide cylinders with
squeeze-type valve and 3-foot-long hose and
discharge horn
Fifty-three 5-pound carbon dioxide cylinders with
squeeze-type valve and discharge horn
(1) Compressed A i r System,-The air compressor
installation conforms to usual standards for plants of
this size, as follows:
Quantity

(2) Manually by a remote control switch
adjacent to each generator.

portable

Compressor rating
100 c.f.m., 100 p.s.i.

Use
Service air

sure tanks
The 100-c.f.m. compressor supplies normal small
demands from the system, including supplying two
separate receivers for the generator airbrakes. The
500-c.f.m. compressors are available for large demands
including maintenance, repair, and construction, and
for depressing the tailwater in the draft tube for
synchronous condenser operation. The 20-c.f.m.
compressor is used for pressurizing the governor
pressure tanks and as a standby supply for the air
circuit breakers. All compressors are equipped with
aftercoolers and moisture separators.
The compressed air system provides storage
capacity adequate for depressing two units
simultaneously. The distribution system includes
1-inch service connections throughout the powerplant,
depressing connections to each turbine draft tube,
brake air to each governor and generator, supply to
air-operated valves, high-pressure connections to
governor pressure tanks, and provisions for supplying
other miscellaneous demands.
The system includes protective devices, gages,
filters, blowoff connections, and control equipment,
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necessary to provide safe and convenient operation.
The compressors in the 100-p.s.i. service air system are
equipped for either automatic or manual control. The
compressor for restoring the high-pressure air cushion
in the governor pressure tank i s equipped for manual
control only.
(m) Tailwater Depressing System. -A tai lwater
depressing system i s provided to reduce power
consumption when a unit i s motoring. This system
unwaters the turbine runner by releasing stored
compressed air into the draft tube through holes in the
head cover, runner, and shaft. The system is designed
to depress the water TO about 3 feet below the runner
and keep i t near that level while a unit is motoring. The
supply of stored compressed air at a pressure of 85 to
105 pounds per square inch i s adequate for unwatering
two units simultaneously in about 30 seconds.
Unwatering one unit can be accomplished somewhat
faster. System pressure can be restored in
approximately 5 minutes after depressing one unit and
approximately 10 minutes after depressing two units,
after which the 100-c.f.m. compressor should be able
to maintain the depressed level.
All necessary operations for the depressing
system are automatic, under control of a master
switch. A tandem float switch in the draft tube
controls admission of air. Piping to the floats is
specially arranged to minimize misoperation caused by
slugs of air and water.
sewage
( n ) Sewage Pumping Units.-The
pumping units are provided to transfer the domestic
waste drainage from the powerplant to a sewage
treatment unit outside the plant. Package units
consisting of steel receiving tanks, centrifugal pumps,
float switches, and the necessary controls for pump
operation, were selected for this purpose. Each unit
contains two pumps, each pump sized to meet the
expected demand, thus permitting one pump to be
removed from service for maintenance. Three units are
provided-one with a capacity of 250 gallons per
minute, one with a capacity of 150 gallons per minute,
and one with a capacity of 75 gallons per minute.
(0) Water Level Gages.-Indicating and recording
water level gages for the forebay and afterbay are
located in the main control room. The afterbay stilling
we1 I, w i t h f loat-operated level indicator and
transmitter, is located in the machine shop bay of the
p o w e r p l a n t . The forebay stilling well, with
float-operated level indicator and transmitter, is
located in the dam.

F. MAJOR ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
8 4 . G E N E R A T O R S . ( a ) Ratings and
Characteristics.-Each of the eight generators is rated
125,000 kv.-a, *90-percent power factor, 3-phase 60
cycles, 13,800 volts, and 150 revolutions per minute.
The generator rating and capacity were selected t o
match the turbine output at 450-foot head and full
turbine gate output of 155,500 horsepower. The
effective head on the turbine for power may range
between 341 and 560 feet.
The power factor of the generators was selected
on the basis of supplying the required kilovolt-amperes
to the power system. The generator voltage of 13,800
volts was selected on the basis of being the most
economical from an overall cost comparison and using
equipment of standard manufacture.
Generator characteristics were specified which
are normal for generators of this type, except for the
low ratio of Xq" to Xd" of 1.2 and the exciter speed
of response of 1.5. Both of these characteristics were
specified because of anticipated transmission system
needs due t o the remote location of the plant from
load centers. The generators were designed to
withstand a runaway speed of 277 revolutions per
minute.
An efficiency of 97.35 percent at 100-percent
rated output was guaranteed by the manufacturer. I t
was specified that the price of each generator would be
reduced by $6,700 for each 0.01 of one percent that
the actual efficiency, as determined by test, is less than
the warranted efficiency at 100-percent rated output
and 90-percent power factor.
The following technical data on characteristics of
the generator were calculated by the manufacturer:
(1) The losses in kilowatts at *90-percent
power factor are:
Full
load

314
load

Friction and
windage
Core
Armature l2 R
Stray load
Field l 2 R
Total losses

* After acceptance tests, the generators were rerated at 95-percent power factor; however, all losses and other data
shown herein pertain to the original 90-percent power factor rating.
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The losses in kilowatts at 100-percent power
factor are:
1I 2
load
Friction and
windage
Core
Armature 12 R
Stray load
Field l2R
Total losses

114
load

792

792

880
72
72
168
1,984

880
18
18
140
1,848

(2) The resistance of the armature windings
at 75' C. is 0.00354 ohm per phase.
The resistance of the field winding at 75' C. is
0.379 ohm.

(3) The total capacitance of one phase of the
armature windings to ground is 0.9 microfarads
(4) The deviation factor of wave form is less
than 10 percent.
(5) The direct-axis synchronous reactance is
105 percent.
The quadrature-axis synchronous reactance is
68.6 percent.
(6) The direct-axis, rated-current, transient
reactance is 33 percent.
(7) The direct-axis, rated-voltage, transient
reactance is 30 percent.
(8) The direct-axis, rated-voltagesubtransient
reactance i s 20.5 percent.
T h e q uadrature-axis, rated-voltage
subtransient reactance is 22.1 percent.
(9) The zero sequence reactance is 15.0
percent.

( 1 3 ) The direct-axis,
constant is 6.1 7 seconds.

open-circuit time

( 14) The direct-axis,
constant is 1.94 seconds.

short-circuit

time

( 1 5 ) The initial, root-mean-square,
symmetrical, 3-phase, short-circuit current* is 488
percent.
( 1 6 ) The initial, root-mean-square,
symmetrical, single-phase, short-circuit current* i s
415 percent.
( 1 7 ) The initial, root-mean-square.
symmetrical, phase-to-neutral, short-circuit current*
is 528 percent.
( 18 ) The sustained, root-mean-square,
3-phase, short-circuit current* is 115.3 percent.

( 1 9 ) The sustained, root-mean-square,
single-phase, short-circuit current* is 166.7 percent.
( 2 0 ) The sustained, root-mean-square,
phase-to-neutral, short-circuit current* is 258
percent.
(21 ) The maximum value of no-load,
balanced, telephone-influence factor is 50.
(22) The maximum value of no-load, residual,
telephone-influence factor is 30.
(23) The calculated regulation, in percent of
rated voltage, is 25 percent.
(24) The field current and collector-ring
voltage required for rated kv.-a. output (125,000) at
rated voltage (13,800) and power factor (0.90) are
1,010 amperes and 383 volts, respectively.

(25) The field current at 143,750-kv.-a.
output at 14,490 volts and 0.90 power factor is
1,190 amperes.
(26) For characteristic curves, see figure 196.

(10) The negative sequence reactance, at
rated voltage is 21.1 percent.
(11) The negative sequence reactance is 0.8
percent.
(12) The short-circuit ratio is 1.I55 percent.

(27) The approximate maximum operating
temperature at rated output for:
Armature winding (by embedded detector) is

loo0 c.

Field winding (by resistance) is 100' C.

-W i t h initial field current as required for rated voltage at rated speed and open circuit.
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(32) The moment of inertia of the rotating
parts of one generator and exciter, in pound-feet
squared at a radius of 1 foot is 72,100,000.
(33) The amount that the rotor must be
raised to dismantle the bearings is 0.25 inch.
(34) The quantity of oil, for one generator,
required to fill:
The thrust bearing is 2,100 gallons.
The upper guide bearing is 160 gallons.
The lower guide bearing is 200 gallons
(35) The approximate quantity of water, for
one generator operating at 115 percent rated kv.-a.,
at 25' C. required to cool:
The surface coolers is 2,200 gallons per minute.
The thrust bearing is 130 gallons per minute.
The upper guide bearing is 6 gallons per minute.
The lower guide bearing is 6 gallons per minute.

CALCULATED CHARACTERISTICS
GLEN CANYON GENERATORS

(36) The net volume of air within the housing
and ducts of one generator, for which carbon
dioxide for fire protection must be provided, is
21,000 cubic feet.

(37) The weight of:
Figure 196.-Generator calculated characteristics.

Collector rings
- (by
. thermometer) is 105' C.
Cores and mechanical parts (by thermometer) is
90' C.
(28) The maximum line-charging capacity of
each generator, neglecting heating, without the
generator becoming completely self-excited, when
operating at rated voltage, rated frequency, and
when connected to a transmission circuit or circuits,
open circuited at receiving end is 115,500 kv.-a.
( 2 9 ) The burden on voltage regulator
potential circuit, per phase, is 400 volt-amperes, 1.0
power factor. The burden on voltage regulator
current circuit is 225 volt-amperes, 0.7 power
factor.
(30) The test voltage to be used for induced
dielectric test is 6,000 volts per turn.
(31) The integrated product capability, I; T,
is 40.

O n e c o m p l e t e generator, including
direct-connected exciter, is 1,550,400 pounds.
Rotating parts, including direct-connected
exciter, is 740,000 pounds.
Heaviest individual part as disassembled for
shipment is 146,000 pounds.
Heaviest part that must be lifted by crane during
assembly or disassembly is 704,000 pounds.
(b) Construction Details.-The eight generators
were manufactured under invitation No. DS-5522 by
General Electric Co. Each generator i s a vertical-shaft
synchronous machine with a thrust bearing and a guide
bearing above the rotor and a guide bearing below the
rotor. The thrust bearing supports the entire weight of
the rotating parts of the generator, exciter, and
turbine. The upper bearing bracket supports the thrust
bearing and its load as well as the stationary parts of
the exciter and transmits this entire load to the stator
frame. The stator frame is supported on a concrete
foundation by 12 foundation caps. Each of the six caps
under the upper bearing bracket arms will support a
vertical load of 360,000 pounds and the six alternate
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caps between the bracket arms will each support a
vertical load of 40,000 pounds. Each cap will support a
maximum tangential force of 220,000 pounds based on
single-phase, short-circuit conditions.
The lower guide bearings and the combination
airbrakes and lifting jacks are supported by the lower
bearing bracket. The lower bearing bracket is
supported by six soleplates, each of which will support
a vertical load of 164,000 pounds during jacking, and a
tangential force due to braking of 2,800 pounds.

(3) Lower-guide bearing oil temperature.
(4) Cooling air temperature, each cooler.
(5) Thrust
pressure.

bearing cooling water supply

(6) Upper-guide bearing cooling water supply
pressure.

(7) Lower-guide bearing cooling water supply
pressure.

The thrust bearing was made by the General
Electric Co., and consists of 10 babbitted stationary
segments and a cast iron runner. The cast iron runner i s
secured to the rotor shaft by means of the thrust
collar, and the stationary shoes are mounted on a
flexible support of precompressed springs. The thrust
bearings and guide bearings are insulated to prevent
circulating currents from passing through the bearing
surfaces. Test terminals are provided for use in
connection with testing of the bearing insulation. The
upper guide bearing, the thrust bearing, and the lower
guide bearing are each located in separate oil reservoirs.
Heat from the bearings is removed by water-cooled
cooling coils provided in each oil reservoir. The
bearings are self-lubricated except during starting or
stopping operations when high-pressure oil is forced
between the bearing surfaces of the thrust bearing to
help maintain an oil film.
The stator winding is wye connected. The
armature windings are provided with ASA class B
insulation. The armature windings were designed to
withstand the maximum 3-phase, short-circuit current
of the generator. Twelve resistance temperature
detectors were provided in the stator windings for
temperature detection and indication.
The field poles also are provided with ASA class
B insulation. The field poles were provided with
amortisseur windings of the low-resistance type to
improve stability under fault conditions and to reduce
voltage distortion under conditions of single-phase
fault.
Devices for the following purposes are furnished
with each generator:
For indication on the generator instrument
panel:

(8) Air cooler water supply header pressure.

(9) Thrust bearing high-pressure oil system
pressure.
(10) Two air cooler water-supply header
pressure switches (separately adjustable).
( 1 1) Two bearing cooling water-supply
pressure switches (separate1y adjustable).

For indication at the apparatus:
(1) Cooling water supply temperature located
in the air cooler water supply header.
(2) Bearing cooling water supply temperature
located in water supply line.'
(3) Cooling water return temperature located
in the water outlet from each surface cooler.
(4) Thrust bearing water return temperature
located in thrust bearing water outlet.
( 5 ) Upper-guide bearing water return
temperature located in upper-guide bearing water
outlet.
( 6 ) Lower-guide bearing water return
temperature located in lower-guide bearing water
outlet.

(7) Oil level sight gage at each reservoir.
The following devices are furnished with the
generator for remote operation of alarm for excessive
temperature or loss of pressure, control of bearing
cooling water, and starting control interlock:

(1) Thrust bearing oil temperature.
(2) Upper-guidebearing oil temperature.

(1) One thrust bearing oil level float switch
for low- and high-level alarm and starting interlock.
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(2) Two adjustable temperature devices in the
thrust bearing metal.
(3) One adjustable temperature device in the
upper-guidebearing metal.
(4) One adjustable temperature device in the
lower-guide bearing metal.
(5) One temperature device at each surface
cooler (nine).

(6)One temperature device in the thrust
bearing oil reservoir.
( 7 ) One temperature
upper-guidebearing oil reservoir.

device

in

the

( 8 ) One temperature
lower-guide bearing oil reservoir.

device

in

the

(9) One pressure device in the main cooling
water supply header (pressure failure).
(10) One pressure device in the bearing
cooling water supply header (pressure failure).
(11) One pressure device in main cooling
water supply header (normal operating pressure) for
starting control interlock.
(12) One pressure device in the bearing
cooling water supply header (normal operating
pressure) for starting control interlock.
The following resistance temperature detectors
are furnished for detection at the apparatus and remote
indication:
(1) Thrust bearing-two detectors.
(2) Upper guide bearing-one detector.
(3) Lower guide bearing-one detector.
(4) Armature winding-twelve detectors.
( 5 ) Generator
detector.

ambient

temperature-one

Each generator i s provided with an enclosed
cooling system, complete with metal housing, air
passages, and nine water-cooled heat exchangers spaced
around the periphery of the stator. Radial blades
attached to the upper and lower ends of rim segments

on the rotor spider serve as blowers for the generator.
The cooling system with one heat exchanger out of
service should maintain a satisfactory air temperature
when the generator is operated at rated output. The
water requirement for the heat exchangers is 2,200
gallons per minute. A small rotor fan with radial blades
is installed under the main exciter for circulating
cooling air through the exciter.
The housings are practically airtight to insure
effective operation of the automatic carbon dioxide
fire-extinguishing system. The units are provided with
pressure relief doors on the side of the housings for
relief of excessive carbon dioxide pressure. Each
generator is equipped with two independent ring
headers supported near the stator winding and above
the rotor, one for the initial discharge and one for
delayed discharge from the high-pressure carbon
dioxide gas supply. The initial discharge header has
eight nozzles located at even intervals around the
periphery of the housing, and the delayed discharge
header has six nozzles located at even intervals around
the periphery of the housing. A thermo-switch is
located in the hot air passage ahead of each cooler. The
t h e r m o - s w itches are o f the single-pole,
fixed-temperature, self-resetting tubular-shell type
rated at 0.5 ampere and designed to close a 125-volt,
direct-current, ungrounded circuit when the
surrounding air reaches a temperature of 185' F.,
thereby effecting the release of the carbon dioxide.
Release of carbon dioxide may also be initiated by a
break-glass station located on the a-line wall of the
generator floor.
Four electrical strip heaters, each rated 4,500
watts, 3-phase, 480 volts, are used to prevent
condensation within the windings when the
temperature approaches the ambient air temperature.
The heaters are symmetrically spaced below the stator
winding, and the heater contactor is controlled by a
differential temperature control device which operates
the heaters to maintain the temperature inside the
generator at a minimum of 10' F, above the outside
temperature.
A braking system consisting of air-operated
brakes mounted on each of the lower bearing bracket
arms is provided for each generator. The brake shoes
are applied to the brake ring on the lower side of the
rotor and are designed with sufficient capacity to bring
the rotating parts to a stop from one-half normal
operating speed within 7-112 minutes after the brakes
are applied. The brakes are also designed for use as
hydraulic jacks to lift the generator and turbine
rotating parts to permit removal or adjustment of the
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thrust bearings. A 440-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle
electric-motor-operatedhigh-pressure oil pump is used
to operate the jacks.
( c ) Excitation System. -A
direct-connected,
direct-current, vertical-shaft, shunt-wound type exciter,
mounted on top of each generator, was selected to
provide generator excitation. The main exciter is
connected directly t o the generator field through a
shunt with no main field rheostat. The field current of
the alternating-current generator is controlled by
varying the field excitation of the main exciter.
Voltage regulators acting in conjunction with the
rotating magnetic amplifier automatically control the
exciter field current.

Armature winding (by thermometer) is 40' C.
Field winding (by resistance) is 60' C.
Commutator (by thermometer) is 55' C.
Core and mechanical parts (by thermometer) is
40' C.
(6) The weight of:
A complete exciter is 38,100 pounds
Rotating parts is 12,700 pounds

( 7 The direct-current requirements of
excitation control system is 125 volts and 0.98
ampere.
(8) Additional data:

Following any load rejection up to 115 percent
of rated output on the generator, the voltage regulating
equipment is designed to restore generator terminal
voltage to within 5 percent of the voltage being held
before load rejection. The regulators will maintain
average generator voltage within plus or minus 0.5
percent when operating under steady load conditions
for any load or excitation within operating range of the
generator. Under steady speed conditions for any
overspeed up to 150 percent of normal, the voltage
regulators will maintain generator voltage within 5
percent of the value the voltage regulators were holding
before overspeed. For an overspeed between 150 and
175 percent of normal, the voltage regulators will
maintain generator voltage within 10 percent of the
value the voltage regulators were holding before
overspeed.
A permanent magnet generator and housing are
mounted on each exciter bracket and shaft.
The following data were calculated by the
manufacturer as applicable to the exciters:
(1 The exciter rating at 150 revolutions per
minute is 655 kilowatts, 500 volts, and 1,310
amperes.
(2) The field current of the exciter at rated
output as per (1) above is 79.6 amperes.
(3) The exciter response ratio is 2.0.

(4) The maximum voltage when delivering
rated current is 750 volts.
(5) The maximum temperature rise at rated
output for:

The number of poles is 12.
The current density in the brushes at rated load
is 78.6 amperes per square inch.
The maximum reduction in commutator depth,
measured on the radius, permissible for
turning down is 0.5 inch.

(9) The voltage
response is 0.03 second.

regulator

voltage

time

(10) The excitation system voltage response
ratio is 1.7.
(11) The continuous capacity in amperes of
rotating and magnetic amplifiers and associated
equipment supplying excitation current to the main
exciter is 80 amperes.
85.
GENERATOR ASSOCIATED
EQ U IP M ENT . (a ) Generator Surge Protective
Equipment.-The surge protective equipment for each
generator is mounted in a separate assembly. Surge
protection from external high-voltage surges is
provided by grounding each main lead of the generator
through a lightning arrester and capacitors connected
in parallel. The lightning arresters are 15-kilovolt,
station-type arresters which are used to limit the
amplitude of lightning impulse waves. The capacitors
are single-pole, station type, having an electrostatic
capacity of 0.25 microfarad and are connected two in
parallel to each phase to increase the capacity to the
necessary 0.5 microfarad per phase. The capacitors
reduce the steepness of the wave front of a surge so as
to decrease the turn-to-turn and coil-to-coil voltage
stresses in the generator windings.
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( b ) Generator N e u t r a l Grounding
Equipment.-The stator winding of each generator is
wye-connected and the neutral is connected with a
cable to one terminal of the high side of a distribution
transformer. The distribution transformer i s rated
167-kv.-a., 12,000 t o 1201240-volt, single-phase,
60-cycle. The other high-voltage terminal of the
transformer is connected to the station grounding
system. The secondary terminals of the distribution
transformer are connected to a 0.12-ohm grid resistor,
having a 30-second rating of 1,320 amperes, and a
ground protective relay. The distribution transformer
and resistor neutral grounding was used because of the
lower cost in comparison with reactor grounding and
because it eliminates most of the disadvantages of an
ungrounded system. The sizes of the transformer and
resistor were based on the charging current in case of a
line-to-ground fault, which depends on the capacitance
to ground of the interconnected generator voltage
equipment. The neutral grounding equipment was
furnished by General Electric Co.. under invitation No.
(D) 90,657-6.
( c) Generator Voltage Switchgear,-Each
generator is connected to a bank of three single-phase
power transformers through an air circuit breaker
which is a part of the indoor station-type switchgear
assembly. The air circuit breakers are of the
compressed air (air blast), pneumatically operated type
and are rated as follows:

Ratedvolts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,400
Maximum design volts . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,500
Minimum volts for rated interrupting megavolt-amperes . . . . . . . 12,000
Low-frequency withstand test,
root-mean-square,volts . . . . . . . . . . 50,000
Impulse crest, volts . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110,000
Frequency, cycles per second . . . . . . . . . . 60
Rated continuous currentcarrying capacity, amperes . . . . . . . . 7,000
Rated continuous currentcarrying capacity without
benefit of supplemental
cooling, amperes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,000
Momentary current-carrying
capacity, amperes . . . . . . . . . . . . 190,000
Four-second current rating,
amperes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120,000
Interrupting rating, 3phase capacity, kilovoltamperes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,500,000
Rated interrupting current,
maximum, amperes . . . . . . . . . . . 120,000
Interrupting time rating,
60-cycle basis, cycles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Each circuit breaker is normally pneumatically
operated, but provision has been made for an
emergency manual trip operation. The circuit breakers
are trip-free in all positions and can be manually closed
for test or maintenance. Visual indication of the
circuit-breaker contact position from the front of the
cubicle has been provided. Each air circuit breaker has
been provided with' interlocks to prevent opening or
closing of the disconnecting switch unless the circuit
breaker is open, to prevent access to the interior of the
housing or cubicle unless the disconnecting switch is
open, and to prevent closing of the disconnecting
switch when the interior of the housing or cubicle is
open.
The switchgear is provided with extensions of the
main bus for connection to the generators through
isolated phase bus at the bottom, and for connection
to the power transformer low-side delta network
through isolated phase bus at the top of the cubicle.
The switchgear has been provided with three
current transformers on the generator side of the
breakers and six on the transformer side of the
breakers. The line side transformers have an ampere
ratio of 7,00015 and are used for generator differential
relaying. The generator side transformers have an
ampere ratio of 7,00015 and are used for transformer
differential relaying. The differential relays are located
on the main control board. The switchgear assemblies
were furnished by General Electric Co. under invitation
NO.DS-5828.
(d) Main Buses.-The
generator-voltage bus
structures are completely metal enclosed, providing
phase-isolated arrangement of the conductors and all
associated circuit equipment. Phase isolation is
obtained by placing each conductor in an individual
metal enclosure and separating each phase enclosure so
that an insulating air space exists between them. This
assures maximum protection against phase-to-phase
faults. The enclosures are suitable for installation either
indoors or outdoors as is required by this particular
installation. No special arrangements are necessary for
indoor-outdoor transitions except that isolating
barriers are used where the bus structures pass through
the transformer deck. The conductors are aluminum
and are jointed to the conductors of the adjacent
section by flexible connectors designed to compensate
for movement caused by temperature changes or
uneven settling of the supporting structure. Flexible
connectors are also used for bus connections to the
generators, switchgear, and transformers. The
conductors are designed to carry their full rated
current without exceeding a temperature rise of 50' C.
above an external ambient temperature of 40' C. One
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insulator, designed to withstand short circuit stresses, is
mounted at each supporting ring to support the
conductor inside the enclosure. Each bus structure is
connected to a ground bus so that there can be no
circulating ground currents through the bus structure.
The ground bus i s then connected to the station
ground system.
Each bus structure is complete with a grounding
switch for protection of personnel during maintenance
procedures. The grounding switch is a 3-pole,
single-throw, gang-operated switch with a momentary
current-carrying capacity of 120,000 amperes. Each
switch can be opened or closed with an operating
mechanism by one man. The grounding switch is
equipped with six single-pole, control circuit, auxiliary
switches which can be readily changed to circuit
opening or circuit closing as required, and so
constructed that false indication cannot be given if the
mechanism fails to make a complete stroke of the
grounding blade. Each switch is located adjacent to the
even-numbered switchgear cubicles.
Each bus structure is equipped with an air
compressor to maintain the internal portion of each
bus at a positive pressure of 1 inch of water with
respect to atmospheric pressure. This feature was
included to aid in keeping dust and water vapor from
entering the bus enclosure. Check valves are installed in
the piping supplying each separate section of each bus
structure to prevent migration of air from one section
of bus to another. The air compressor for each bus
structure is located beneath the grounding switch
adjacent to the even-numbered generator switchgear
cubicles.
The bus structures and associated equipment
mentioned above were furnished by Westinghouse
Electric Corp. under invitation No. DS-5828.
86. POWER TRANSFORMERS. The power
transformer installation is located on the transformer
deck of the powerplant, and consists of four banks of
three single-phase transformers each. Single-phase
transformers were selected because of physical size and
weight limitations imposed by shipping restrictions.
Each bank is connected delta on the low-voltage side
and solidly grounded wye on the high-voltage side.
The three power transformer banks for generating
units 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6, are rated at 345
kilovolts on the high side. These transformers were
furnished by Pennsylvania Transformer Division of

McGraw-Edison Co. under schedule No. 1 of invitation
No. DS-5780. Each of these transformers is an
outdoor, oil-immersed unit, designed for operation
with a temperature rise of 55' C. above a 25' C.
ambient. The transformers are forced-oil-water cooled
with the following ratings:
Kilovolt-ampererating . . . . . . . . . . . 100,000
High voltage (rated), 3-phase
bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 345 kilovolts
High-voltagebasic impulse
level . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,I75 kilovolts
Taps (high voltage) . . . . . . . 2-1I 2 percent (two
above and two below 345 kilovolts)
Low voltage (rated) . . . . . . . . . . 13.7 kilovolts
Low-voltage basic impulse
level . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110 kilovolts
Taps (low voltage) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None
High-voltageneutral basic
impulse level . . . . . . . . . . . . 110 kilovolts
Each transformer is equipped with an inert gas
pressure oil-preservation system which maintains a
cushion of dry nitrogen gas at positive pressure over
the top oil surface in the transformer tank, and a
cooling system consisting of two heat exchangers and
two motordriven oil pumps.
The power transformer bank for generating units 7
and 8 are rated at 230 kilovolts on the high side. These
transformers were furnished by Westinghouse Electric
Corp. under schedule No. 2 of invitation No. DS-5780.
Each of these transformers is an outdoor, oil-immersed
unit, designed for continuous operation with a
temperature rise of 65' C. above a 25' C. ambient.
The transformers are forced-oil-water cooled with the
following ratings:
Kilovolt-ampererating . . . . . . . . . . . 100,000
High voltage (rated), 3-phase
bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 230 kilovolts
High-voltage basic impulse
level . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 825 kilovolts
Taps (high voltage) . . . . . . . 2-112 percent taps
two above and two
below 230 kilovolts)
Low voltage (rated) . . . . . . . . . . 13.8 kilovolts
Low-voltage basic impulse
level . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110 kilovolts
Taps (low voltage) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None
High-voltage neutral basic
impulse level . . . . . . . . . . . . 110 kilovolts
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Each transformer is equipped with an inert gas
pressure oil-preservation system which maintains a
cushion of dry nitrogen gas at positive pressure over
the top oil surface in the transformer tank, and a
cooling system consisting of two heat exchangers and
two motor-driven oil pumps.
Each transformer is equipped with the following
accessories:
(1) Dial-type liquid thermometers with alarm
contacts.
(2) Oil
contact.

level gage with

low-level alarm

(9) Oil sampling device.
( 1 0 ) Upper
connections.

and

lower

filter

press

(11) Wheels, lifting lugs, and jacking pad for
lifting and moving the transformer horizontally.
( 1 2 ) Two grounding pads on each
transformer tank with a terminal connector for one
500,000-circular mil stranded copper cable on each
grounding pad.
(13) Diagrammatic nameplate.
(14) Oil drain and water valves.

(3) Winding temperature relay with three
electrically independent sequence contacts. The
winding temperature relays are responsive to current
in the low-voltage winding and oil temperature.
a. 345-kilovolt power transformers.-The

sequence contacts for the 345-kilovolt power
transformers (generating units 1 and 2, 3 and 4,5
and 6) are set as follows:
First contact (to turn
on second heat exchanger
oil pump) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55' C.
Second contact (alarm) . . . . . . . . . . . 80' C.
Third contact (shutdown) . . . . . . . . . 90' C.
b. 230-kilovolt power transformers.-The
sequence contacts for the 230-kilovolt power
transformers (generating units 7 and 8) are set as
follows:
First contact (to turn
on second heat exchanger
oil pump) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5 C.
Second contact (alarm) . . . . . . . . . . . 90' C.
Third contact (shutdown) . . . . . . . . 100' C.
(4) A winding hot spot temperature detector
of the resistance type, 10 ohms at 25' C., together
with necessary accessories for remote indication for
use with the temperature recorder.
(5) Fault pressure relay.

(6) Pressure relief device with alarm contacts.
(7) Oil inlet valve.
(8) Oil outlet valve.

(15) Oil flow indicator, with alarm contacts,
for each pump assembly.
(16) Differential pressure switches which are
activated by water pressure differential across each
cooler.
(17) Differential pressure switches which are
activated by the difference in heat exchanger oil and
water pressure.
(18) Pressure-vacuum gage, for indication of
gas pressure in the transformer tank, with alarm
contacts.

(19) High-pressure gage, for indication of gas
cylinder pressure, with alarm contacts.
87. SHUNT REACTORS. The shunt reactor
installation was of temporary duration at Glen Canyon
Powerplant. The shunt reactor installation was located
on the transformer deck of the powerplant and was
divided into two groups, with one group located on
each side of the 230-kilovolt power transformer
installation for units 7 and 8. The reactors were
removed from the powerplant after the fifth generating
unit was placed in service, and were then placed in
service at the Pinnacle Peak Substation. The purpose of
their installation at Glen Canyon Powerplant was to
provide the reactive kilovolt-amperesrequired for line
voltage correction until adequate reactive capability
was available from the generating units.
Each group of reactors was rated at 48,000 kv.-a.
and was comprised of two banks of three reactors each.
All banks were connected in delta. Suitable bus bar
connections were provided to permit removal from
service of any one 24,000-kv.-a. bank. A temporary
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timber enclosure was provided for each reactor group
to protect personnel from accidental contact with the
reactors, and to protect the reactors. The reactor
groups were connected to the units 7 and 8 isolated
phase bus structure by means of temporary extensions
of the isolated phase bus. The temporary extensions
were removed with the reactors. Permanent covers have
been furnished for covering the openings in the bus t o
connect the temporary bus extensions, after removal of
the extensions. Each individual reactor was rated as
follows:
Kilovolt-amperes . . . . . .
Rated voltage (nameplate) .
Suitable for operation at . .
Insulation class . . . . . . .
Basic impulse level . . . . .
Rated continuous current at
rated voltage . . . . . . .
Cooling class . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . 8,000
. . . . . . 13,200 volts
. . . . . . 13,860 volts
. . . . . . 25,000 volts
. . . . . 150,000 volts
.

.

. . .

.....

Temperature rise over an ambient air temperature of 40' C.
at 105 percent of rated
voltage . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

606 amperes
A A (dry-type,
self-cooled)

.....

80' C.

The reactors were furnished by General Electric Co.
under invitation No. DS-5828.

G. MAIN CONTROL AND
STATION-SERVICE SYSTEM
88. GENERAL. Glen Canyon Powerplant was
designed to be operated as an attended plant, t o
produce power for the use of the Upper Colorado
River Basin States, and t o regulate the flow o f water t o
the Lower Colorado River Basin States. The plant was
designed on the basis of two operators in attendance,
one in the control room and the other in the governor
gallery or other location throughout the plant. There i s
sufficient control, indication, and annunciation
equipment on the main control board for one operator
in the control room t o have adequate supervision over
the entire plant.
Automatic load and frequency control of the eight
generating units from the Montrose Power Operations
Center and breaker position scanning equipment for
map board indication at the Montrose Power
Operations Center are features of this design. The
station-service power is normally supplied from the
unit buses. Station-service power can also be supplied
from the 25-kilovolt switchyard. In the event a total
blackout of the powerplant and switchyard occurs, a
generating unit can be started, without the unit

auxiliaries operating, t o regain station-service power.
Normal unit control requires the starting of essential
unit auxiliaries. The control system is designed t o
permit local-manual or local-automatic starting, voltage
adjusting, synchronizing, and loading of the units from
the main control board. Some provisions have been
made for future remote-automatic control from a
remote control station. Normal shutdown is ordinarily
performed manually or automatically at the control
board, and emergency shutdown is manually
performed at the control board or automatically by the
operation o f protective relays. The major electrical
equipment to be controlled is shown on the main
single-line diagram, figures 197, 198, and 199.
89. MAIN CONTROL ROOM. The control room
(fig. 200) is located directly above generating units 1
and 2, 75.74 feet above the generator floor. I n this
room are located the unit control boards, the generator
and unit transformer relay boards, the line relay and
control boards, the capacitor-potential device adjusting
units, the main alternating- and direct-current
distribution boards, carrier and microwave tone
equipment boards, load and frequency control
equipment racks and unit controller turret, sequential
operation recorder equipment boards and automatic
printer, and a desk for each of two operators. Space
was provided for a dispatching room; however, because
the dispatching station was relocated t o Montrose
Power Operations Center the area i s now spare space.
The control and relay boards are of the rigid,
self-supporting, sheet-steel, dead-front type with
auxiliary swinging panels mounted on the rear. This
type of board was selected, as i t provides adequate
instrument, meter, and relay space on a compact board
of simple construction having ready access for
maintenance. Control switches, indicating and
recording instruments, annunciators, synchronizing
equipment, and mimic bus t o simulate major electrical
connections are located on the front of the line and
unit control board panels. Protective relays having
targets or other requirements for operating accessibility
are semiflush mounted on the front o f the relay board
panels. All major protective relays are of drawout
construction for convenient testing and maintenance.
All other control relays and molded-case breakers
which supply direct-current control power are located
behind panels or on auxiliary swinging panels.
90. GOVERNOR GALLERY. The governor gallery
is located directly below the generator floor. In the
gallery are located the battery room, the battery
chargers, the voltage regulators and excitation control
boards, the actuator cabinets, the auxiliary control
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panels, the generator carbon dioxide fire protection
systems, and the motor control centers for the
auxiliaries power distribution.
91. CONTROL EQUIPMENT. (a) General.-The
design of the plant and controls is such that the
operator can easily operate the eight units and control
the switchyard from the main control room. The plant
is provided with automatic load and frequency control,
breaker position scanning equipment, and a sequential
operations recorder. Some provisions have been made
for future supervisory control from a remote control
station.
control
(b) Unit Control Board CCA.-The
equipment mounted on the front of the unit control
board (CCA) is for local-manual and local-automatic
control of the powerplant. The following controls and
indications have been provided.
( I Synchronizing lamps, synchroscope,
synchronizing switches, voltmeters for incoming and
running potentials, and frequency meter.

(2) Control switches and indicating lamps for
auxiliaries control, generator brakes, generator
breaker, exciter field rheostat, exciter field breaker,
water depressing, and station-service breakers.
(3) Control switches for automatic starting
and stopping of units, governor speed changer,
wicket gate limit control, voltage regulator (manual,
automatic), unit operation selector (local-manual,
local-automatic, remote-automatic),dashpot bypass,
and unit emergency shutdown.
(4) lndicating lamps for unit start-stop
indication, unit symbol, unit shutdown and manual
lockout, u n i t transformer symbol, and
station-servicetransformer symbol.
(5) lndicating instruments for unit bus volts
and amperes; unit watts and vars; unit speed, speed
level and speed droop, voltage regulator volts, and
field amperes; and station-service watts, volts, and
amperes.
(c) Line Control Board CCB.-The control
equipment mounted on the front of the line control
board (CCB) is for manual control of the switchyard.
The following controls and indications have been
provided:
( I1 Synchronizing lamps, synchroscope,
synchronizing switches, and voltmeters for incoming
and running potentials.

(2) Control switches and indicating lamps for
all power circuit breakers.
(3) Control switches for reclosing cutoff and
out-of-step blocking.
(4) Indicating. lamps for hot line indication
for all lines except the 69-kilovolt Page line.

(5) lndicating instruments for line amperes.
(6) Test switches for microwave transfer trip
channels.
( d ) A d d i t i o n a l Controls. -The
additional controls have been furnished:

following

( I ) Penstock gate control.-A penstock gate
test switch with indicating lamps is provided on the
unit control board (CCA) in the control room to
test the penstock gate control circuitry. Normal
control of the penstock gates is from the penstock
gate control cabinet located at the top of the dam.
( 2 ) Governor controlk-The
governor
controls located on the unit control board (CCA) in
the control room are duplicated on the actuator
panel in the governor gallery by hand-operated
control knobs. These dual controls are advantageous
since they permit starting the unit at the governor
near the unit and near various unit temperature and
pressure gages. After starting, the unit can be
controlled and synchronized from the main control
board.
(3) 25169-kilovolt transformer (KWIA) bus
differential relay cutout switch.-The transformer
bus differential relay cutout switch 187TBCS is
located in line relay panel CCD6. This switch has
been provided since the differential circuit must be
taken out of service whenever the 25-kilovolt bus tie
breaker 4432 (JV3A) is substituted for a
station-servicebreaker or a line breaker.
92. PROTECTIVE RELAYING. (a) General.-The
various protective relays for each line and switchyard
transformer are semiflush mounted on the front of the
line relay boards CCC and CCD, and for each generator
and unit transformer are semiflush mounted on the
front of the generator and transformer relay board
CCE. The 345- and 230-kilovolt switchyards are
provided with a breaker failure scheme to provide
backup protection to trip local breakers in the event of
primary breaker failure, since remote terminal relaying
does not provide adequate protection.
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The relaying scheme for the switchyard and
transformers is shown on the main single-line diagram
(figs. 197, 198, and 199), and for the generator on the
unit single-line diagram (fig. 201).
(b) 345-Kilovolt Switchyard.-Each of the two
345-kilovolt Flagstaff lines are protected by separate
dual permissive overreaching transfer-trip schemes. This
type of scheme i s used to provide overlapping
protection for phase-to-ground faults during certain
m i n i m u m system conditions and to permit
independent testing of line relays and associated
control circuits while still retaining pilot protection of
the line. The following line relaying has been provided
for each line:
First set Device 121
(zone I and
zone 2) . . . . .

Device 151

.....

Device l67G .

.

Device 167GP . . .
Second set Device 121
(zone 2 and
zone 3) . . .

Device 167GP

Device 178 . .

...

...

...

Directional distance
relays for phase
protection
Instantaneous overcurrent
relays for breaker-failure
protection
. Direction21 overcurrent
ground relays for line
ground protection
. Directimal overcurrent
ground pilot relays

. . . Directional distance
relays for phase
protection
. . Directional controlled
overcurrent ground pilot
relays for !ine ground
protection
. . . Out-of-step blocking
relays for power circuit
breaker protection

The 3 4 5 - k i l o v o l t sw itchyard utilizes a
breaker-and-a-half scheme. Single-shot reclosing is
provided for each line breaker. The reclosing on the
center breaker for each line is interlocked with a
synchronism check relay to prevent the breaker from
closing when generators 1-2 and 3-4 are out of
synchronism with the rest of the plant. I t i s still
possible for generators 5-6 to be connected t o the
system out of synchronism if one of the two west bus

line breakers are out of service when high-speed
reclosing is in service. The operating personnel can
safeguard against this situation by taking automatic
reclosing out of service as necessary.
Space on the line control board CCB has been
provided for one future 345-kilovolt line. Space on the
line relay board CCD has not been provided for the
future 345-kilovolt line.
The 345-kilovolt power circuit breakers have
been furnished with ground overcurrent relays (151G)
to provide for faults between the circuit breaker and
the associated current transformers. This protection is
required since the relaying current transformers are all
located on one side of the circuit breakers, which
causes small unprotected zones on the breakers
between the current transformers and the breaker
controls.
(c) 230-Kilovolt Switchyard. -The 230-kilovolt
Utah Power and Light Co.-Sigurd line and Kayenta line
are protected by underreaching transfer-trip schemes.
The scheme on the Kayenta line is of the permissive
type using zone 2 and the directional element of the
ground relay as the permissive interlock. The following
line relaying has been provided for each line:
Device 121 . . . .

. . . . Directional distance relays

Device 151 . . . .

. . Overcurrent relays for breaker

for phase protection
failure protection
Device 167G . . . . Directional overcurrent ground
relay for line ground
protection
Device I 7 8 . . . . . . . . Out-of-step blocking relays
for power circuit breaker
protection
The 230-kilovolt switchyard utilizes a ring bus
scheme. Provisions have been made t o utilize a future
breaker-and-a-half scheme. Single-shot reclosing is
provided for each line breaker. The reclosing on the
breaker between the lines and west bus is interlocked
with a synchronism check relay t o prevent the breakers
from closing when generators 7-8 are out of
synchronism with the rest of the plant.
Space on the line control board CCB and line
relay board CCC has been provided for three future
230-kilovolt lines.
(d) 138-Kilovolt Switchyard.--Space has been
provided on the line control board CCB and line relay
board CCD for a future 138-kilovolt switchyard.

NOTES

GENERATOR 125,000 KVA
OSUpl, !5ORPM, 13,8COV, 3+, 60-

Figure 201 .-Powerplant electrical installation single-line diagram-Generating units 1 through 8.
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(e ) 69-Kilovolt Switchyard.-The
69-kilovolt
Page line is protected by the following line relaying:
Device 151

.......

Device 151G

.....

Nondirectional overcurrent
relays for phase protection
. Nondirectional overcurrent
ground relay for line ground
protection

The 69-kilovolt Garkane line is protected by the
following line relaying:
Device 121

.......

Device 167G

....

Directional distance relays
for phase protection
Directional overcurrent ground
relay for line ground
protection

The 69-kilovolt switchyard utilizes a main and
transfer bus scheme. Three-shot reclosing is provided
for each line breaker. The reclosing of the Garkane line
breaker i s interlocked with a deadline check relay to
prevent reclosing on a hot line.
Space on the line relay board CCD has not been
provided for the two future 69-kilovolt lines.
(f) 25-Kilovolt Switchyard.-The following line
overcurrent relaying has been provided:
Device 151

.......

Device 151G

.....

Nondirectional overcurrent
relays for phase protection
. Nondirectional overcurrent
ground relays for line ground
protection

The 25-kilovolt switchyard utilizes a main and
transfer bus scheme. Three-shot reclosing i s provided
for each line breaker.
Space on the line relay board CCD has been
provided for a future 25-kilovolt line.
Devices 181 and 159 I&T, overfrequency and
instantaneous and time overvoltage relays, respectively,
are provided to protect the loads on the 25-kilovolt
switchyard, including the 69-kilovolt switchyard, the
25-kilovolt lines, the grounding transformer KV2A, the
station-servicesystem, and the microwave station, from
damage due to overfrequency or overvoltage resultingfrom load rejection on the 345- and 230-kilovolt lines.
These relays are energized from the 25-kilovolt main
bus potential transformers and operate to trip without
initiating reclosing the 25-kilovolt breakers. The
overvoltage relay 159 I&T i s set to operate at a lower

voltage than the generator overvoltage relay, device 59
I&T.
(g) 345- and 230-Kilovolt West Buses and Unit
Transformers.-Generator 1-2 unit transformer K1A i s
protected by a set of percentage-type differential
relays. The protected zone includes from the
13.8-kilovolt generator side of the unit breakers 124
and 224, the unit transformer KIA, to the line side of
breaker 1196, and to the unit transformer side of
breaker 1292. Three winding differential relays are
used to minimize tripping for system faults flowing
through the switchyard.
Generator 3-4 unit transformer K3A i s protected
by a set of percentage-type differential relays. The
protected zone includes from the 13.8-kilovolt
generator side of the unit breakers 324 and 424, the
unit transformer K3A, to the line side of breaker 3396,
and to the unit transformer side of breaker 3492.
Generator 5-6 unit transformer K5A is protected
by a set of percentage-type differential relays. The
protected zone includes from the 13.8-kilovolt
generator side of the unit breakers 524 and 624, the
unit transformer K5A, the 345-kilovolt west bus, to
the line side of breakers 1092 and 3292.
Generator 7-8 unit transformer K7A is protected
by a set of percentage-type differential relays. The
protected zone includes from the 13.8-kilovolt
generator side of the unit breakers 724 and 824, the
unit transformer K7A, the 230-kilovolt west bus, to
the line side of breakers 7386 and 8186.
(h) 345- and 230-Kilovolt East Buses and Main
Switchyard Transformer Bank KU5A. -The main
switchyard transformer KU5A is protected by a set of
percentage-type differential relays. One zone of
protection includes from the unit transformer side of
the 345-kilovolt breakers 1292 and 3492, the
345-kilovolt east bus, and from the line side of the
230-kilovolt breakers 7482 and 8282, the 230-kilovolt
east bus, to the tertiary winding of the main
switchyard transformer KU5A.
(i) 25-Kilovolt Main Bus. --The 25-kilovolt main
bus is protected by a set of percentage-type differential
relays and a set of overcurrent relays. The zone of
protection includes from the 25-kilovolt line or
transfer bus side of breakers 4136, 4232, and 4632,
across the regulator KV1A and reactor KVIB, to the
tertiary winding of the main switchyard transformer
KU5A. Although the regulator K V I A is included in the
above protected zone, more adequate protection of the
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regulator was provided by using a set of
current-balance relays. The current-balance relay was
selected to provide adequate protection required by
the exciter winding of the regulator.

(2) A low-pickup voltage relay connected in
parallel with the grounding resistor on the
secondary of a distribution-type transformer in the
generator neutral for phase-to-groundfaults.

(j ) 25-Kilovolt Transfer Bus. -The
25-k ilovolt
transfer bus is protected by a set of phase overcurrent
relays and an overcurrent ground relay associated with
each breaker 4136,4232, and 4632.

(3) Percentage-typedifferential current relays
for phase-to-phase faults and turn faults in the
split-windings.

(k) Zig-Zag Grounding Transformer K V2A. -The
is protected as follows:
grounding transformer K V ~ A
(1) Against overload.-One long time delay
overcurrent relay in the transformer neutral circuit.
(2) Against transformer internal faults.-A set
of three short time delay overcurrent relays
connected to the delta-connected secondary side of
the three current transformers located near the
high-voltage bushings to form a single sided
differential circuit.
(I) 25-Kilo volt Circuit to Transformers KW1A,
25/69-Kilovolt Transformer KWlA, and 69-Kilovolt
Main Bus.-The 25-kilovolt circuit feeding transformer
KWIA is protected by a set of overcurrent relays used
in differentially connected current transformers
between the main bus side of breaker 4432 to the
transformer low-voltage bushings.
(m) 25-Kilovolt Bus to Transformer KWlA,
25/69-Kilovolt Transformer KW1A, and 69-Kilovolt
Main Bus.-The transformer KWIA is protected by
percentage differential relaying (187T) which zone
includes the low voltage side of transformer KWIA,
and the 69-kilovolt main bus, and the line side of
69-kilovolt breakers 2052 and 2152. Another
differential zone protected by relay 187TB was
included so that the transformer differential could be
in service at all times.
(n) 69-Kilovolt Transfer Bus. -The 69-kilovolt
transfer bus protection is normally incorporated in the
69-kilovolt Page line relaying. When the Page line
circuit breaker is out of service and the Page line is
energized using disconnect switch 2055, the Page line,
the Garkane line, and the 69-kilovolt transfer bus are
protected by the Garkane line relays.
(o 1 Generator Relaying.-Each
generator
provided with the following relaying (fig. 201):

(4) Voltage-restrained overcurrent relays for
o v e r c u r r e n t b a c k u p p r o t e c t i o n . The
voltage-restrained feature permits setting the relays
close to full load current.

( 5 ) Instantaneous and time delay
frequency-compensated overvoltage relays for
overvoltage protection.
(6) A negative-sequence-type phase current
balance relay.
(7) A loss of field excitation relay of the A-C
directional impedance type.
(8) Thermal relays for protection against
excessively high temperatures.
Operation of either the generator differential
relays or the operation of the thermal switches located
in the generator air passage ahead of each cooler causes
discharge of carbon dioxide gas into the generator
housing. Complete shutdown of the unit is effected
when carbon dioxide gas is discharged into the
generator housing.
Overspeeding of the units due to sudden
reduction of load will not cause shutdown of the units
unless mechanical difficulties in the governing system
permit the speed to go above the full-load rejection
overspeed setting. In such an event, an overspeed
switch will cause shutdown of the unit by operation of
the generator lockout relay.
( p ) Station-Service Transformers. Each
station-service transformer is protected by a set of
percentage-type differential overcurrent relays. These
transformers are not included in any other differential
relay protective zone, but due to the power
connections a station-service differential relay
operation will also trip out a main unit.

is

(1) Percentage-typedifferential current relays
for phase-to-phasefaults across the generator.

9 3 .
M E T E R I N G
A N D
I N D I C A T I O N . (a) General.-All
metering and
indicating instruments are mounted on the front of the
generator control board CCA and line control board
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CCB. The oscillograph is mounted on the front of line
relay board CCC. Instruments for the generators,
station-service equipment and lines are provided on
their respective panels. A mimic bus for the entire
plant is mounted on the front of generator control
board CCA and one for the switchyard is mounted on
the front of line control board CCB. Lamp indications
are as described for the control equipment in section
94.

(b) Generator Control Panels,-Each generating
unit is provided with indicating instruments or meters
on the respective generator control panels for
indicating generator volts, three-phase amperes, watts,
vars, field amperes, regulator volts, speed, turbine gate
position and limit, speed droop and speed level. Speed,
speed droop, speed changer position and turbine gate
position and limit indicators are also available at the
governor actuator.
Watt and var meters for the unit tie buses are
located on the unit control panel of each respective
odd-numbered unit. Watts and vars were provided in
lieu of amperes, since potential was readily available.
An elapsed time meter for each generating unit is
provided on the respective generating unit recorder
panels to indicate running time of the units.

(4) Indicating voltmeter for 25-kilovolt main
bus voltage.

(5) Tap position indicator for regulator
KV 1A.
(6) Indicating ammeters to indicate the
25-kiiovolt transfer breaker amperes for each phase.

(7) Indicating wattmeter and varmeter for
each 69-kilovolt line located in the respective line
control panel.
(e) Recording Devices.-The following recording
devices for the powerplant are located on the front of
the generator control board CCA:
(1) Generator watts and temperature
recorders for each generating unit. The resistance
temperature detector circuits for the main
switchyard transformer KU5A are included in the
generating unit 6 temperature recorder, and the
resistance temperature detector circuits for the
25169-kilovolt transformer KWIA are included in
the generating unit 4 temperature recorder.

(2) For each generator, three-element "In"
and "Out" watt-hour meters for registering the "in"
and "out" energy consumption. Each meter has
been provided with a detent to prevent registration
on reverse flow of power.

(c) Station-Service Control Panels.-Instruments
for indicating the three phases of each station-service
supply amperes and volts (with transfer switch) are
provided on the generator control board CCA. Each
station-service supply circuit has been provided with a
wattmeter to indicate the station-serviceload, and each
has been provided with an indicating demand
watt-hour meter to register the energy consumption.

(4) Total generation recorders for plant total
watts and vars, frequency and voltage.

(d) Switchyard Lines and Buses.-The following
indicating instruments are located on the front of line
control board CCB:

The following recording devices for the
switchyard are located on the front of the line control
board CCB:

(1) Indicating ammeters to indicate line
amperes for each phase located in each respective
line control panel.

(1) "In" and "Out" digital demand recorders
for the 230-kilovolt Utah Power and Light
Co.-Sigurd line.

(2) Indicating wattmeter and varmeter for the
main switchyard transformer bank KU5A to
indicate the load through the transformer bank.

(2) "Out" digital demand recorders for the
69-kilovolt Garkane and Page lines.

(3) Indicating ammeters to indicate local and
station-service bus amperes for each phase supplied
from the 25-kilovolt switchyard.

(3) Forebay
recorders.

and

afterbay

water

level

(3) One each megawatt and megavar recorder
for the 345-kilovolt Flagstaff No. 1 and No. 2 lines
and the 230-kilovolt Utah Power and Light
Co.-Sigurd line.
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94. ANNUNCIATOR. Annunciator groups
been provided for the following:

have

( 1 ) A 30-point annunciator for each
generator and unit transformer with the respective
window group located above each generator panel
of main control board CCA. A duplicate lamp
window group is located in the governor gallery and
mounted on the front of the respective generator
auxiliary control panel.
(2) One 30-point annunciator group for plant
station-service faults, located on the front filler
panel above station-service control panel 13 of the
generator control board CCA.
(3) One 15-point annunciator group for each
of the switchyards. They are located on the front of
line control board CCB. The 345-kilovolt
switchyard annunciator i s located in the filler panel
above line control panel CCB 16. The 230-kilovolt
switchyard is located above line control panel CCB
13. The 69-kilovolt and future 138-kilovolt
switchyards annunciator is located in the filler panel
above line control panel CCB 22. The 25-kilovolt
switchyard annunciator is located in line control
panel CCB 19.
All group and common annunciator relays and
associated equipment are located in each annunciator
group except for the annunciator groups located in the
governor gallery which are lamp groups only and have
their lamps connected in parallel with the respective
generator and unit transformer annunciators located in
the control room.
A white and red indicating lamp is provided with
each annunciator group. The white lamp indicates the
control power is on, and the red lamp indicates that an
annunciator point in that group has lighted.
Closing of a trouble contact will light the red group
lamp, light an annunciator window, and sound an
alarm. The switchyard annunciators are connected to
sound one bell in the switchyard section of the control
board, while the generator and unit transformers and
station-service annunciators will sound another bell in
the generator section of the control board. The
generator and unit transformer annunciator also sounds
two horns located in the governor gallery and two
horns on the generator floor (one at each end). The
switchyard annunciator bell can be silenced and the red
group lamp reset by pushing the alarm reset
pushbutton. The generator and unit transformer

annunciator bell and horns can be silenced and the red
group lamp reset by pushing the alarm reset
pushbuttons located in the control room or the
governor gallery. The station-service annunciator uses
the generator annunciator bell for alarm. The alarm can
be silenced and the red group lamp reset by pushing
the alarm reset pushbutton. Release of the alarm reset
pushbuttons will not cause the audible alarm to sound
or the red group lamp to light; however, there will be
an audible alarm and the red group lamp will light
when an additional trouble contact closes.
The annunciator windows can be reset by pushing
the lamp reset pushbuttons; however, if a trouble
contact remains closed the associated annunciator
window will remain lighted when the pushbutton is
released. Each annunciator can be tested by pushing
the test pushbutton. With this test, all annunciator
windows of the annunciator group being tested should
light. All related pushbuttons are located in the
respective panels in which the annunciators are
mounted.
The annunciator systems are designed so that there
will not be an annunciation under normal operating
conditions.
95. GROUNDING SYSTEM. The grounding
system consists of a ground mat under the powerhouse
foundation connected to a loop under the dam
consisting of two 500,000-circular-mil conductors
running parallel approximately 160 feet apart and
connected to a ground mat in the switchyard. The
powerplant and switchyard ground mats are connected
by two 500-circular-mil cables running through the
control and power cable tunnel located between the
powerplant and the switchyard. The grounding system
was designed to provide a ground resistance of 1 ohm
or lower. Actual powerplant ground resistance as
measured in the field was 0.05 ohms. The exposed
surfaces of all electrical equipment and practically all
exposed metal objects are grounded. The risers
(500,000 circular mils in area) are arranged two in
parallel in a multiple riser system around the perimeter
of the powerplant to be capable of withstanding the
maximum sustained short-circuit current for at least 10
seconds. The ground mat at the transformers is
designed for an 18,000-ampere line-to-ground fault.
Fault currents on the low-voltage side of the main
power transformer and generator switchgear which are
calculated to be approximately 100,000 amperes are
confined within the powerplant and do not enter the
ground mat; accordingly the ground mat and risers are
not designed for this magnitude of current as the
current is confined to the isolated phase bus.
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96. LOAD AND FREQUENCY CONTROL
EQUIPMENT. The load and frequency control
equipment is used to provide remote control of the
output of the generators from the Montrose Power
Operations Center located south of Montrose, Colo.
The desired megawatt output for each unit is held
within the setting of the high and low limits as set by
the Montrose dispatcher. The limit settings are
compared with the actual unit generation. The
difference between "desired" and "actual" unit
generation develops the megawatt requirement for each
unit, or the unit control error. This is then used by a
computer located at the Montrose Power Operations
Center to develop raise-lower impulses which will bring
the actual unit generation into balance with the desired
unit generation. The impulses developed by the
computer provide a mandatory raise-lower control
signal to the generator. The raise-lower impulses are
transmitted to the powerplant by Government
microwave equipment.
A unit controller turret has been provided at the
powerplant. The unit controller turret i s located on the
operator's desk in the control room and provides
manual "On-Off" load and frequency control of each
unit. Remote control of the unit controller turret from
the Montrose Power Operations Center has not been
provided. The unit controller turret has the following
control and indication features:
( 1 ) Lighted pushbuttons for "On-Off"
control of each unit. The "On" pushbutton lights
red when the unit is on load and frequency control
and the "Off" pushbutton lights green when the
unit is off load and frequency control. In addition
"On-Off" control indication for each unit has been
provided at the Montrose Power Operations Center.

(2) Microwave signal failure white lamps
indication for each unit.
(3) A short time duration audible alarm. Unit
load and frequency control for the individual units
will be automatically tripped off and an audible
alarm sounded for the following:
A long-time pulse duration for raise or lower
impulses to prevent misoperation of the
generator due to faulty equipment or during
extended periods of high noise level on the
microwave channel
Microwave channel signal failure
Loss of direct-current control power
Abnormally high plant total frequency
Unit shut down to speed-no-load
Emergency and normal unit shut down

Whenever any unit is taken off load and frequency
control, the unit must be manually returned to load
and frequency control at the powerplant.
97. SEQUENTIAL OPERATIONS RECORDER. A
400-point sequential operations recorder has been
provided to minimize the logging by the operator. This
equipment logs, in the proper sequence, the opening
and closing of the generator switchyard, and
station-service annunciator trouble contacts, and also
the closing and tripping of the generator and
switchyard power circuit breakers. The date and time
at which any of the above events occur are also logged.
The sequential operations recorder equipment is
located in the control room and consists of an
equipment board designated CCF, and a printer. The
equipment board contains the scanner and input gate
section, the timing section, the sequential memory, and
the decoder and printer drive section.

H. AUXILIARY ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
AND INSTALLATION
98.
ALTERNATING-CURRENT
S T A T I O N - S E R V I C E
S U P P L Y
SYSTEM. (a) General. -The
alternating-current
station-service supply system i s supplied from two
3-phase, 3,75014,687-kv.-a., 13,800 to 4,160-volt
transformers. One transformer is connected to
generators 3-4 common bus and the other transformer
is connected to generators 5-6 common bus. A third
emergency supply from the 25-kilovolt switchyard is
available through a 3-phase, 3,75014,687-kv.-a., 25,000
to 4,160-volt transformer. The two supplies from the
two generator buses are normally used to carry the
station-service loads with the switchyard feeder acting
as a standby. Any one of these supplies will carry the
entire station-service ioad, except that under some
conditions nonessential loads may have to be curtailed
(heating, lighting, machine shop, etc.). The 4,160-volt
induction-type voltage regulators have plus and minus
10 percent voltage regulation capability and are used to
regulate the generator supply sources to the
station-servicesystem. The entire station-servicesystem
is regulated, since the generator voltage varies
approximately 20 percent from light to heavy load.
The station-service supply system consists of a
4,160-volt,
double-ended intermediate voltage
switchgear; three 460-volt, double-ended secondary
unit substations; five 208Yl120-volt single-ended
lighting unit substations; and various quantities of
power boards and power distribution panelboards.
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The 460-volt, double-ended secondary unit
substations are supplied by two 3-phase, 750-kv.-a.,
4,160 to 480-volt transformers located at each end.
Figures 202 through 205 show single-line
diagrams for the 4,160-volt switchgear and the 460-volt
distribution system.
( b ) 4, 160- V o l t Intermediate Voltage
Switchgear.-The
4,160-volt intermediate voltage
switchgear consists of a double-bus, double-ended unit
substation with a supply breaker on each end, a bus-tie
breaker, and a group of 4,160-volt feeder breakers.
Since the unit substation is normally supplied from
two different end sources, it could be possible to have
unsynchronized sources connected to this switchgear.
To avoid this possibility, the control to the two supply
breakers and the tie-breaker is so arranged that only
two of the three breakers can be closed simultaneously
under manual or automatic mode of operation.

Each bus is protected by individual sets of bus
differential, undervoltage, overcurrent, and
overfrequency relays. Each feeder breaker is protected
by individual sets of phase overcurrent and overcurrent
ground relays.
Under normal operating conditions, the
station-service load is divided and connected to each of
the two end supplies. In the event that one end supply
breaker trips by operation of the undervoltage or
overfrequency relays, the tie breaker will close
automatically and sound an alarm, provided the mode
selector switches are in the "Automatic" position. The
transfer is blocked when a supply breaker is tripped by
i t s bus differential relay. When this transfer is made,
the entire station-service load is connected to one end.
I f the transformer feeding this end is overloaded, an
inverse time overcurrent relay will trip the end supply
breaker. To restore station service due to this
overloading, the 25-kilovolt switchyard supply can be
used or some of the heating load can be dropped to
reduce the overload condition. Restoration of this
switchgear to normal operation is accomplished
manually. When an end supply breaker and the bus-tie
breaker are closed, the other end supply breaker can be
closed manually through a synchronism check relay.
Before this end supply breaker is closed, the bus-tie
breaker will be tripped to prevent temporary
paralleling of the two end supplies. The bus-tie breaker
cannot be closed manually when both end supply
breakers are closed.
The 25-kilovolt switchyard supply can be
manually connected to one bus or the other bus

through feeder breakers. The control of these feeder
breakers is arranged so that only one breaker is closed
at any one time. These breakers are interlocked with
the bus differential relays and will be tripped on a bus
differential and cannot be closed on the faulted bus.
Since this operation is manual, the feeder breakers are
not interlocked with the end supply or bus-tie
breakers. The 25-kilovolt switchyard supply could be
connected to a hot bus out of synchronism.
Connection of this supply to the switchgear is left to
the discretion of the operator.
(c) 460-Volt Secondary Unit Substations No. 1
and 2.-The 460-volt secondary unit substations No. 1
and 2 consist of a double-bus, double-ended unit
substation with a supply breaker on each end, a bus-tie
breaker, and a group of 460-volt feeder breakers. Since
the unit substation is normally supplied from two
different end sources, it could be possible to have
unsynchronized sources connected to this switchgear.
To avoid this possibility, the control to the two supply
breakers and the bus-tie breaker is so arranged that
only two of the three breakers can be closed
simultaneously under manual or automatic mode of
operation.
Each bus is protected by individual undervoltage
relays. The feeder lines are protected by the circuit
breakers having static-type trip devices. The feeder
breakers which feed the alternating-current unit
auxiliary powerboards ( D I A through D8A) are part of
a selective trip feeder breaker control system to
provide coordination with the feeder breakers on the
auxiliary powerboards, so that a fault on the load side
of the powerboard feeder breaker will trip the
powerboard feeder breaker and not trip the respective
secondary unit substation feeder breaker. The
instantaneous elements on these breakers to the unit
auxiliary powerboards have elements which can be set
between 5 and 40 times the pickup setting, whereas the
regular dual static overcurrent trip devices only have a
range of 5 to 15 times that setting. The time delay
characteristics of the selective static trip devices also
reaches out to the 40 times. By setting the
instantaneous elements higher, more time delay
characteristics are used. At high multiples of the
pickup current, the time delay trip time becomes
faster. This feature is used to provide the selective trip
characteristics.
Under normal automatic operating conditions,
the secondary unit substation load is divided and
connected to each of two end supplies. In the event
that one end supply breaker trips by operation of the
undervoltage relays, the end supply breaker will trip
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and the bus-tie breaker will close and sound an alarm
after a time delay. The time delay is necessary to allow
the 4,160-volt intermediate voltage switchgear to
transfer. The trip c~rcuitson the end supply breakers
are interconnected so that one end supply breaker will
not trip unless the voltage to the other end supply
breaker is normal. Restoration of these substations to
normal operation is accomplished manually. When an
end supply breaker and the bus-tie breaker are closed,
the other end supply breaker can be closed manually
through a synchronism check relay. Before this end
supply breaker is closed, the bus-tie breaker will be
tripped to prevent temporary paralleling of the two
end supplies. The bus-tie breaker cannot be closed
manually when both end supply breakers are closed.
(dl 460-Volt Secondary Unit Substation No.
3,--The 460-volt secondary unit substation No. 3
consists of a single-bus, double-ended unit substation
with a supply breaker on each end and a group of
feeder breakers. The end supply breakers are
electrically interlocked so that only one breaker can be
closed at any one time. Automatic transfer has not
been provided.

( f ) Battery Chargers.-Two
silicon-controlled
rectifier-type battery chargers have been furnished and
are located in room 308 at elevation 3153.50. Each
charger is rated I I 0 amperes over i t s 125- to 140-volt
range. Normally, one charger supplies the continuous
direct-current load, and the station battery floats on
the direct-current bus to supply momentary loads such
as closing or simultaneous tripping of circuit breakers.
The chargers can be arranged for parallel operation to
supply the direct-current load and charge the battery at
the maximum permissible charging rate when the
battery is low. The chargers are also to be used for
equalize charging of the battery. All charger controls
are located on the chargers.

99. 125-VOLT DIRECT-CURRENT CONTROL
AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS. Battery charger
control boards B l E and B l F have been furnished for
direct-current distribution purposes. The following
features have been included on the boards:

( I ) Two circuit breakers and one disconnect
switch on each board.
(2) System ground detector relay in board

(e) 460-V o l t D i s t r i b u t i o n System.-The
following alternating-current powerboards and power
d i s t r i b u t i o n panelboards have been provided
throughout the powerplant.

BIE.
(3) Two direct-current system ammeters in
board BIF.

Unit auxiliary powerboards ( D I A through

(4) One direct-current system voltmeter (with
switch) on board B l F.

(NIA,

(5) Two direct-current system undervoltage
relays on board BIF.

( 3 ) Miscellaneous power distribution
panelboards (M2A, M3A, M6A, and M7A).

(6) Two direct-current time delay relays on
board B I F.

(4) Transfer bank terminal cabinets (EIA,
E3A, E5A, and ETA).

The direct-current power is used for all
important powerpiant and switchyard control circuits
and is distributed from various locations: the main
distribution board BIG located near the battery
chargers; the control area distribution board BCA
located in line relay board CCC in the control room;
the direct-current circuit breakers located on the back
of the various generator and line control and relay
panels in the control room; and the unit distribution
boards B I A through B8A located in the governor
gallery. Any direct-current circuit breaker supplying
important circuits which do not have other means of
annunciating direct-current power failure has been
provided with undervoltage relays for alarm and
annunciation.

(I
D8A).

( 2 ) Air-conditioning
N3A, N5A, and N7A).

powerboards

(5) Cooling water and sewage pump power
distribution panel board (M4A).
(6) Machine shop powerboard (MMA).
(7) Pump and compressor room powerboard
(MMB).
(8) Booster pump powerboard (MME).
All of the above boards are located near the
center of their loads to keep cable runs short and to be
convenient for control purposes.

DESIGN

I. MISCELLANEOUS CRANES NtlD HOISTS
100. POWERPLANT CRANES. (a) General
Description.-Two 300-ton-capacity overhead traveling
cranes are installed in the powerplant for installing and
maintaining the turbines, generators, and other
powerplant equipment. The cranes were manufactured
according to the requirements of invitation No.
DS-5260 and are indoor, cab-operated, overhead
electric traveling cranes with twin trolleys each
supporting a 150-ton main hoist and a 30-ton auxiliary
hoist. The lifting capacity of the four main hoists may
be combined through two equalizing beams and a
lifring beam to give a total lifting capacity of 600 tons.
The main hoist blocks are suspended from 12
p a r t s o f I-318-inch-diameter, 6 b y 37,
imprwed-plow-steel, fiber-core wire rope reeved 6
parts double. Each block is equipped with a sister-type
hook bored for a horizontal lifting pin, which provides
for easy attachment of the lifting beams and other
lifting devices. Each hoist has a total lift of 80 feet, is
powered b y a 40-horsepower, 1,150-r.p.m.,
direct-current motor and operates at varying speeds up
to 3.63 feet per minute hoisting and 5.80 feet per
minute lowering with a 150-ton load.
Each auxiliary hoist block is suspended from
f o u r parts of I-inch-diameter, 6 by 37,
improved-plow-steel, fiber-core wire rope reeved two
parts double. Each block is equipped with a standard
single hook. Each hoist has a total lift of 100 feet, is
powered b y a 40-horsepower, 1,150-r.p.m.,
direct-current motor and operates at varying speeds up
to 19.1 feet per minute hoisting and 23.0 feet per
minute lowering with a 30-ton load.
Individual motor-generator sets for each trot ley
are installed on the bridge of the cranes to supply
direct-current power for both hoist motors on the
trolleys. The hoist motor controls are electrically
interlocked so that only one hoist on each trolley may
be energized at a given time. Five-point speed control
hoisting and lowering is obtained by varying the
voltage output of the generator. Reversal of direction is
accomplished by reversing the generator polarity. Each
hoist is equipped with two direct-current magnetic
brakes which are released when the hoist motor circuit
is energized. The magnetic holding brakes are each
capable of holding one and one-half times the rated
load of the hoists. Block-actuated limit switches are
installed on each hoist to limit the upper travel of the
hook.
Each trolley is driven by a 5-horsepower,
1,I00-r.p.m., wound-rotor induction motor at varying

speeds up to 35.3 feet per minute. The motor is
equipped with a motor-mounted, disk-type brake
which sets when the trolley master switch is moved to
the off position. A drift point is provided on the first
point of the master switch to hold the brake open
without energizing the motor.
Each bridge structure consists of two box girders
supported by eight two-wheel trucks over a span of 71
feet 6 inches. Each bridge is driven by two
15-horsepower, 1,100-r.p.m., wound-rotor induction
motors at varying speeds up to 110 feet per minute.
Each bridge drive is equipped with a hydraulic brake
which is foot operated from the operator's cab. Spring
bumpers fixed to the bridge and trolley prevent
damage to the cranes in case of collision with the
runway or bridge girder stops. Steel angle conductors
located below one of the main runway rails supply
3-phase, 460-volt, 60-cycle power to the cranes.
Full magnetic controls for each motion of the
crane are located in the operator's cab on each crane.
Each hoist has five speed control points for both
lowering and raising; the bridges have five speed
control points for each direction of travel; and the
trolleys have four speed control points and a drift
point for each direction of travel. The hoist controls
are designed t o limit the vertical movement of the main
hooks to within 1/32 inch and the auxiliary hooks to
within 1/16 inch with full rated load and when starting
from a complete standstill. The trolley and bridge
controls are designed to limit movement to 114 inch
with full rated load and when starting from a complete
standstill. Jogging buttons to bypass the drift point are
provided on the trolley controls to aid in "inching" the
trolley.
The cranes are equipped with a 115-volt
permanent lighting system. Four 500-watt high-bay
lighting units are installed on each crane to illuminate
the working area under the crane. A 100-watt lighting
unit and a convenience outlet are installed in the
operator's cab and one convenience outlet is installed
on each bridge walkway on each crane.
All ladders, platforms, and walkways necessary
for access t o the cabs, bridge drive machinery, trolleys,
and other parts requiring attention and lubrication are
provided on the cranes.
(b) Desan.-The cranes were designed according
to the Navy Department's standards of design for
structural steel using a base stress of 14,000 pounds per
square inch. Computation of stresses took into account
all dead and live loads due to impact, acceleration, and
deceleration. Allowable stresses due to combinations of
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these stresses were incre~sedaccording to the Navy
standard noted. A factor of safety of not less than five,
based on the ultimate strength of the material and
rated capacity of the cranes, was used in the design of
all mechanical parts.
101.
7 5 - T O N M A C H I N E SHOP
CRANE. (a) General Description.-A 75-ton-capacity
overhead traveling crane is installed in the machine
shop to handle materials and equipment. The crane was
manufactured according to the requirements of
invitation No. DS-5252 and is an indoor, cab-operated,
overhead electric traveling crane, with a single trolley
supporting a 75-ton main hoist and a 15-ton auxiliary
hoist. The main hoist block is suspended from eight
p a r t s o f 1 - 114-inch-diameter, 6 b y 37,
improved-plow-steel, fiber-core wire rope reeved four
parts double. The block i s equipped with a sister-type
hook bored for a horizontal lifting pin, which provides
for easy attachment of lifting devices. The hoist has a
total lift of 40 feet, is powered by a 68.5-horsepower,
1,000-r.p.m., direct-current motor and operates at
varying speeds up to 6.6 feet per minute with a 75-ton
load.
The auxiliary hoist block is suspended from four
p a r t s o f 0.785-inch-diameter, 6 b y 37,
improved-plow-steel, fiber-core wire rope reeved two
parts double. The block is equipped with a standard
single hook. The hoist has a total lift of 55 feet, is
powered by a 58.5-horsepower, 1,000 r.p.m.,
direct-current motor and operates at varying speeds up
to 36 feet per minute with a 15-ton load.
A single motor-generator set installed on the
bridge of the crane supplies direct-current power for
both hoist motors. The hoist motor controls are
electrically interlocked so that only one hoist may be
energized at a given time. Five-point speed control
hoisting and lowering is obtained by varying the
voltage output of the generator. Reversal of direction is
accomplished by reversing the generator polarity. Each
hoist is equipped with two direct-current magnetic
brakes which are released when the hoist motor circuit
is energized. These magnetic holding brakes are each
capable of holding one and one-half times the rated
load of the hoists. Block-actuated limit switches are
installed on each hoist to limit the upper travel of the
hook.
The trolley is driven by a 1.5-horsepower,
1,200-r.p.m., wound-rotor induction motor at varying
speeds up to 30 feet per minute. The motor is
equipped with a motor-mounted, disk-type brake
which sets when the trolley master switch is moved to

the off position. A drift point is provided on the first
point of the master switch to hold the brake open
without energizing the motor.
The bridge structure consists of two box girders
supported by four two-wheel trucks over a span of 67
feet 6 inches. The bridge is driven by a 3-horsepower,
1,200-r.p.m., wound-rotor induction motor at varying
speeds up to 85 feet per minute. The bridge motor is
equipped with a hydraulic brake which is foot operated
from the operator's cab. Spring bumpers fixed to the
bridge and trolley prevent damage to the crane in case
of collision with the runway or bridge girder stops.
Steel angle conductors located below one of the main
runway rails supply 3-phase, 460-volt, 60-cycle power
to the crane.
Full magnetic controllers for each motion of the
crane are located in the operator's cab. Each hoist has
five speed control points for both lowering and raising;
the bridge controller has five speed points for each
direction of travel; and the trolley has four speed
points and a drift point for each direction of travel.
The hoist controls are designed to limit the vertical
movement of the main hook to within 1/32 inch and
the auxiliary hook to within 1/16 inch with full-rated
load and when starting from a complete standstill. The
trolley and bridge controls are designed to limit
movement to 114 inch with full-rated load and when
starting from a complete standstill. A jogging button to
bypass the drift point is provided on the trolley master
switch t o aid in "inching" the trolley.
The crane is equipped with a 115-volt permanent
lighting system. Two 500-watt high-bay lighting units
are installed on the crane to illuminate the working
area under the crane. A 100-watt lighting unit and a
convenience outlet are installed in the operator's cab.
All ladders, platforms, and walkways necessary
for access to the cab, bridge drive machinery, trolley,
and other parts requiring attention and lubrication are
provided on the crane.
(b) Design.-The crane was designed according
to the Navy Department's standards of design for
structural steel using a base stress of 14,000 pounds per
square inch. Computation of stresses took into account
all dead and live loads due to impact, acceleration, and
deceleration. Allowable stresses due to combinations of
these stresses were increased according to the Navy
standard noted. A factor of safety of not less than five,
based on the ultimate strength of the material and
rated capacity of the crane, was used in the design of
all mechanical parts.

DESIGN

102. 10-TON GANTRY CRANE. (a) General
Description.-The 10-ton gantry crane is mounted on
the powerpiant transformer deck and is used for
operation and maintenance of the turbine draft tube
bulkhead gates. The 10-ton crane, which was
manufactured under in,vitation No. DS-5398, is an
outdoor, pushbutton-controlled, traveling-gantry type
w i t h base-mounted hoist. It travels on four
single-flanged wheels with a 14-foot wheelbase,
supported by 115-pound A.R.E.A. rails on 9-foot
centers.

of the crane with power outlets located at intervals
along the downstream side of the deck. Anchor chains
with snap fasteners are installed on each end of the
power cable to prevent tension being taken by the
plugs and receptacles. A lockable cabinet i s provided
for storage of the power cable.

The hoist is reeved one part single with
1-118-inch-diameter, 6 by 37, improved-plow-steel,
fiber-core wire rope, has a lift of 80 feet a t a speed of
14 feet per minute hoisting or lowering with a 10-ton
load and i s powered by a 12-112-horsepower,
1,800-r.p.m., 440-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, totally
enclosed, squirrel-cage motor.

(b) Design.-The crane was designed according
to the Navy Department's standard of design for
structural steel using a base stress of 16,000 pounds per
square inch. Computations of stress took into account
windloads, all dead and live loads, and loads due to
acceieration and deceleration. A factor of safety of not
less than five, based on the ultimate strength of the
material and rated capacity of the crane, was used in
the design of all mechanical parts.

The hoist motor is equipped with an automatic
electric disk-type brake equally effective in both
directions of movement and capable of overcoming the
full-load torque of the motor. The automatic electric
brake is equipped with a manual release which
automatically resets when the motor i s energized. A
block-actuated limit switch i s provided to limit upward
motion of the hoist
A heavy pattern, galvanized, open-end socket
with a 2-112-inch-diameterpin and a connecting link is
attached to the free end of the hoisting rope.
The gantry is driven by a 1-horsepower,
1,800-r.p.m. input, right-angle, worm motor-reducer
csing 440-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle power and driving one
wheel on each rail. Gantry travel is approximately 535
feet and the speed of the gantry in either direction is
35 feet per minute.
Pushbutton stations for hoist and gantry travel
are located in a control box located inside the front of
the unit. Control power is 120 volts obtained from a
4401120-volt transformer.
Power is supplied to the crane by a 75-foot-long
flexible cable which connects a receptacle on the back

Provision is made for storage of the lifting frame
on the front of the crane, and handrailing is provided
along the front of the deck between the gantry
columns.

103. 75-TON TRANSFER CAR. (a) General
Description.-The 75-ton transfer car is provided to
transport turbine runners and other equipment
between the powerplant and the machine shop. The car
was manufactured under invitation No. (D) 90,582-A.
The transfer car has four single-flanged
16-inch-diameter wheels to fit 115-pound A.R.E.A.
rails on 5-foot 6-inch centers. Each wheel is pressed on
an axle which supports the transfer car through two
roller-bearing pillow blocks mounted on the underside
of the frame.
The welded structural steel frame supports a
7-foot-wide by 14-foot-long plate steel deck which is
welded to the frame. There i s a towing connection at
each end of the frame, and two lifting eyes are on each
side of the frame.
(b) Design.-The transfer car was designed using
a base tensile stress of 16,000 pounds per square inch
of net section, and a factor of safety of a t least four
with calculated stresses increased I 0 percent to allow
for shock.

